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NOMENCLATURE
Latin Symbols
Cp

specific heat at constant pressure
diameter of jet or plume at discharge

F

velocity ratio function

F

body force per unit volume

Fr^

discharge Froude number,

2
/[gd^(p„ - p^)/ p^],

dîmensionless
Fr

local Froude number,u^/[2g6(p^ - p)/ p^], dimensionless

f(y)

initial velocity distribution

F(Y)

dimensionless initial velocity distribution

g(y)

initial temperature distribution

G(Y)

dimensionless initial temperature distribution

g

acceleration of gravity

g

gravity vector, -gk

G

stability parameter, g( r - X)/T^ ^

H

discharge depth
unit vectors parallel to the s, y, ^ axes, respectively

k

thermal conductivity
constants in models for turbulent viscosity

X

mixing length

i^

unmodified mixing length in Monin-Oboukhov formula

n

total or effective kinematic voscosity

N

dimensionless total or effective kinematic viscosity, n/v

n^

total or effective diffusivity for heat

xii

dimensionless total or effective diffusivity for heat,
transverse grid number at jet half-width
transverse grid number at jet thermal half-width
max(NY,NYT)
Prandtl number, v i a
heat flux due to molecular and turbulent transport
velocity ratio, u /u
00 o
radius of curvature, (d9/ds) ^
Reynolds number at discharge, u^d^/v, dimensionless
critical Reynolds number above which flow is always tur
bulent, dimensionless
gradient Richardson number, [g(ô t/ôy)]/[T^(à u/ô y) ]
radius of jet or plume at discharge
distance along jet or plume axis
dimensionless axial distance, s u^/f
increment of S
starting length
temperature
non-dimensional temperature, (t - t^)/(t^ - t^)
discharge temperature, in degrees absolute
stratification parameter, (

- p^)/[-r^(dp^/dz)]

s-component of time mean velocity
dimensionless s-component of time mean velocity, u/u^
y-component of time mean velocity
dimensionless y-component of time mean velocity, v/u^
distance along x-axis

xiii

X

dlmensionless distance along x-axis, •x.njv

y

radial distance from jet centerline

Y

dlmensionless radial distance from jet centerline, yu^/v

^1/2

radial distance from jet centerline to point at which
(u-u )/(u -u )= 0.5
00

yci/2

^Infl

C

00

radial distance from jet centerline to point at which

radial distance from jet centerline to velocity profile
Inflexion point

AY

Increment of Y

z

vertical distance

Z

dlmensionless vertical distance
zero momentum height
zero buoyancy height

Greek Symbols
a

thermal dlffusivity, k/pc^

Q

isobarlc volume expansivity, -(ô p/ô t)^/p

0'

constant in Monin-Oboukhov formula

y

intermittency function, see Eq. (4.12)

6

mixing layer thickness

)j,

viscosity

If

kinematic viscosity, |i/ p

p

density

T

total or effective shear stress in s-momentum equation

0

angle between 1^ and the horizontal

0

azlmuthal angle

xiv

X

degree of ambient stratification, -dt^/dz

r

adiabatic lapse rate of the atmosphere

A()

for dependent variables, this means ()-()^

Subscripts
c

evaluated at edge of core or at jet centerline if no. core
exists

p

evaluated at constant pressure

e

evaluated at outer edge of jet

1/2

evaluated at velocity half-radius

o

value at jet discharge

ref

reference value

T

turbulent flow quantity

00

free stream or ambient value

i,j

lattice or grid indices corresponding Lo S, Y directions,
respectively

+,-

used in special notation, AY. = (Y..^ - Y.)>
+
J+i
J
AY_ = (Yj - Yj ^), and similarly for AS

max

maximum

min

minimum

Superscripts
()
'
()
(-»)

primes on dependent variables denote fluctuating quantities
^

bars on dependent variables denote time mean quantities
denotes vector quantities
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Problem Description
The problem of the turbulent buoyant jet or plume issuing into flow
ing or quiescent ambients has received considerable theoretical and ex
perimental attention in recent years. This interest is prompted by the
occurrence of such flows as discharges from power plants and other in
dustrial sources into the adjacent environment which can significantly
alter the local ecosystem. Informative material on the general aspects
of this problem can be found in Baumgartner and Trent [1], Harleman and
Stolzenbach [2], Parker and Krenkel [3,4], and others.
In coastal waters, the most common pollutants are those associated
with municipal and industrial wastes, but a non-material pollutant new
to coastal waters and definitely of large dimensions already in rivers,
lakes (and even the atmosphere), is heat. Over 70% of all water with
drawn for industrial use for cooling and condensing is used by thermalelectric power plants [3]. Petroleum, chemical, steel, and pulp-andpaper processing industries are examples of other, less significant users
of cooling water. Power plants of today, being less than 40% efficient,
produce more waste heat than electrical energy (the most efficient fossilfuel stations achieve about 60% of the Carnot cycle efficiency for an over
all thermal efficiency of 40%, and presently operating nuclear stations
even lower - about 32%), and this heat can be most conveniently discharged
into the Immediate environment, be it a water body or the atmosphere.
The demand for power in the United States has been doubling every 7 to
10 years, and, unless drastic steps are taken as are advocated by many
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in response to the current "energy crisis," the electrical generating
capacity is expected to continue doubling each decade. Regional economics
and economics of scale have resulted in increases in plant size so that,
where two 550 MH generating stations would have been adequate, they are
being replaced by a single 1100

station. Thus, immense concentrations

of waste heat have taken place, and discharge of these large quantities
into the immediate environment will significantly increase the water
temperature near the outfall.
A schematic diagram [5] of the thermal plant cycle is presented in
Figure 1.1 to illustrate the sources of power and waste heat to the con
denser. The boiler, either fossil or nuclear, converts water into highpressure steam, which gives up some of its energy to drive the turbine.
The turbine rotor is connected to the shaft of the generator where electri
cal energy is produced.

The expanded steam from the turbine exhaust then

goes to the condenser where it is cooled until it condenses to water which
is returned to the boiler to be used again.
The amount of heat removed at the condenser is related to the state of
the turbine exhaust, and hence, dependent on the plant capacity and effi
ciency, but the temperature rise of cooling water passing through the
condenser will depend on its flow rate. A typical condenser-water flow
rate for a 1000 MW unit is about 1500 ft^/sec (675,000 gal/min) [2], and
using 40% efficiency for a fossil unit, and 32% for a nuclear unit,
this gives a temperature rise ranging from 12°P for the fossil unit
to 20°F for the nuclear unit.
Biochemical processes, including the rate of oxygen use, increase
with rising water temperature; however, the ability of water to hold

TURBINE

GENERATOR

BOILER
CONDENSER

Fig. 1.1. Thermal plant cycle.
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dissolved oxygen in solution decreases with increasing water temperature.
Laboratory and field experiments have established lethal temperature
limits and temperatures beyond which there is impairment of biological
functions for fish and other components of the food chain. Indirect
effects, which are more difficult to measure and evaluate, include the
possibility of increased susceptibility to disease and increases in pred
ators or less desirable species. There is general agreement that water
temperature increases approaching the sublethal range of impaired bio
logical activity should be avoided.
Another important side effect of the temperature rise is that, by
diminishing the amount of oxygen in the water, it makes the water less
capable of assimilating wastes. Toxic effects of chemical pollutants
are also increased. The combined effects of the thermal discharge can
thus cause significant deterioration of the stream water quality [6].
In an attempt to minimize these ill-effects and thereby provide
maximum protection, regulatory agencies place strict controls on both
maximum temperatures and allowable temperature rises, up to 5 °F, outside
a certain zone called the "thermal mixing zone," The thermal mixing
zone is the region in the immediate vicinity of the condenser discharge
within which temperature excesses above the limits are allowed.
These temperature limits have a profound effect upon power plant
siting and discharge design for if these requirements are not met, either
an alternative means such as cooling towers must be employed, or the
site of the power plant changed. That decision can only be taken after
design for an optimal thermal discharge system has been made, based on
the specifications of the cooling requirements for the power plant.
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This requires knowledge of the temperature and velocity fields due to
the discharge. Similarly, for ocean sewage outfalls, knowledge of the
concentration and velocity fields due to the discharge is required in
order to properly control the pollution problem. The present study
deals with the prediction of.these quantities through mathematical mod
eling.
Field studies and physical modeling (i.e., use of laboratory-sized
models) are good ways of gaining that knowledge, but mathematical model
ing has advantages in terms of economy and flexibility, hence aiding in
the discharge design process. Mathematical modeling involves applica
tion of the fundamental equations of fluid dynamics and heat transfer,
and making reasonable simplifying assumptions, to arrive at the differ
ential equations governing the phenomena. These equations are then
solved to obtain the results of interest, which must be compared with
available measurements, to verify the modeling and solution method.
There are two approaches to mathematical modeling: (1) macro:

in

volving a complete river or river system, lake or reservoir, estuary,
or coastal area, and (2) micro: describing the distribution of heat in
the immediate area of a thermal discharge. The latter approach, which
is really all that is required from the mixing zone point of view, and
also the more direct and economical one, is the approach taken in this
investigation. In this approach, the flow is modeled as a turbulent
buoyant jet or plume.
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1.2. Status of Prediction Methods

The prediction of turbulent free shear flows, of which jet flow is
probably the most important part, was for a long time most commonly done
by integral methods, where the partial differential equations are inte
grated over the cross-section using assumptions such as the velocity and
temperature (or concentration) profile shape and similarity, and arriving
at a set of simpler, ordinary differential equations. Now, however, with
the advent of faster and more economical digital computers, the differen
tial methods have become the center of interest with most researchers.
Here, the partial differential equations of the flow are solved directly
using a finite-difference technique, with no assumptions of profile simi
larity being involved.

A comparison of the Proceedings of the 1968

Stanford Conference on Computation of Turbulent Boundary Layers [7] and
the 1972 Langley workshop [8] will provide an indication of the shift
in emphasis towards differential methods. However, the methods most
commonly used for plume prediction in waterways, oceans, and the atmo
sphere, still tend to be integral in nature [9-11]. Extensive work has
been done by Abraham [12,13], Morton [14,15], Fan [16], Fan and Brooks
[17], Hirst [10], and others. The integral method of Hirst is perhaps
the most general. Differential methods would appear to have great poten
tial usefulness in predicting the development of thermal plumes in lakes,
rivers, oceans and the atmosphere since these methods allow arbitrary
initial and boundary conditions, result in solutions for the local tem
peratures and velocities, and are not constrained to an assumed profile
shape or family. However, examples of differential approaches in these
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applications are scant. The Proceedings of the 1972 Langley Conference
[8] contain a reasonably current study of presently known models and
methods for the baseline case of the turbulent non-buoyant jet in coflowing ambients. Other references, all dealing with non-buoyant jet
calculations, are [18,19,20]. Trent and Welty [21,22] have presented
a finite-difference method restricted to vertical plume flows. In the
present study, a consistent analysis of several configurations is pre
sented, using the differential approach.

1.3. Scope of Present Investigation

This investigation was carried out in an attempt to develop better
methods for predicting the behavior of buoyant jets and plumes in re
sponse to the current interest and need for such prediction methods as,
for example, in the design of power plant and ocean sewer outfalls. Al
though the research was originally directed toward thermal discharge
applications in waterways, many of the results to date are applicable
to atmospheric discharges also, and, without any modification of the
computer program, even to ocean sewage outfall discharges. This will
be explained more thoroughly later.
The approach has been to solve the boundary layer form of the gov
erning differential equations by a finite-difference method utilizing
a turbulence model to evaluate the turbulent diffusivities for heat and
momentum.
The essential steps involved in the differential approach can be
summarized as follows:
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1. Develop the governing equations for the flow.
2. Establish appropriate initial and boundary conditions for the
problem.
3. Non-dimensionalize the equations and initial and boundary
conditions.
4. Cast the equations into finite-difference form.
5. Write the computer program.
6. Obtain the numerical results as computer output.
In Chapter 2, a summary of the basic assumptions involved and the
flow configurations are shown. Chapter 3 is devoted to development of
the present finite-difference analysis, starting with the governing
differential equations of the flow in boundary layer form. The several
steps in the differential approach as listed above are treated individ
ually. This analysis used an explicit finite-difference scheme of the
DuFort-Frankel type. The calculation procedure and the essential char
acteristics of the method are also presented.

Chapter 4 examines the

first application of the calculation procedure - the non-buoyant jet in
a co-flowing of quiescent ambient. The several turbulence models con
sidered and the results obtained are presented.

Chapter 5 considers the

buoyant vertical jet problem. Results for both homogeneous and strati
fied ambients are presented. In Chapter 6, the calculation method is
extended to include curved trajectories as the buoyant jet discharged
horizontally or inclined into a quiescent ambient, mixes with the ambient
and rises due to buoyancy. Comparisons are made with experiment and
with other methods, both integral and differential, wherever these have
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been available, to establish the accuracy of the present analysis. Con
cluding remarks and suggestions for future work are made in Chapter 7.

-10
2. HIYSÏCAL AND THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The basic problem is that of predicting the growth, properties, and
trajectory of a round, heated turbulent jet or plume. Three flow cate
gories will be considered: (1) the non-buoyant jet discharging into a
co-flowing or quiescent ambient; (2) the vertically discharging buoyant
jet or plume in a uniform of stratified ambient; and (3) the buoyant jet
discharging horizontally or at an angle into a quiescent ambient under
the simplifying assumption that the jet remains axisymmetric.

2.1. Background and Definitions

2.1.1. Flow configuration
Figure 2.1 shows the general flow configuration. On being dis
charged, the jet fluid mixes with the ambient. The mixing starts at the
edges, and spreads both Inward toward the jet centerline, and outward,
causing the jet to grow. The axial distance to the point where mixing
has reached the centerline is termed the starting length, and this flow
regime is called the initial region, or zone of flow establishment.
Here the flow is strongly influenced by the discharge conditions.

After

this point, the jet enters the main region or zone of established flow,
where it continues to grow and the centerline velocity and temperature
begin to decay, due to mixing with the slower-moving ambient.
When the jet momentum has been depleted to such an extent that the
fluid is convected and diffused by the ambient currents and ambient tur
bulence, the jet is said to be in the far field region, or field zone.
In this region, reduction of temperature is accomplished by passive
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Fig. 2.1, Flow regimes for buoyant jets.
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turbulent diffusion and surface heat losses. In the present analysis,
emphasis is placed on the first two regimes, since it is here that the
temperature excesses are significant from the point of view of thermal
discharge design.
2.1.2. Ambient effects
Hie behavior of the jet is influenced by the initial conditions at
diffuser exit, and by several ambient effects such as buoyancy, ambient
density stratification, ambient currents, and turbulence levels.

They

are described briefly below.
Buoyancy; When the jet is produced as a heated discharge into a
fluid of the same composition, it is warmer than the surrounding fluid,
and hence, less dense. This difference in densities in the presence of
the earth's gravitational field gives rise to an upward force known as
buoyancy force, and this can have a pronounced effect on the jet be
havior. For example, a buoyant jet discharging horizontally into a
denser ambient will be deflected upwards, the amount of deflection de
pending on the degree of buoyancy under given flow conditions.
The terms jet and plume have different connotations, jet flow de
noting a momentum dominated flow where buoyancy effects are considered
negligible, and plume flow signifying a purely buoyant flow, with almost
no momentum. Sometimes, however, the meanings do overlap, as when a
flow, having both momentum and buoyancy, is called either a buoyant jet
or forced plume, the terms being used interchangeably.
Where only general reference is intended, the words jet and plume
will be used Interchangeably in this work, (since no specific
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characteristics are implied), allowing the terms to cover the whole gamut
of flows ranging from pure jet to a pure plume flow.
Buoyancy effects also occur lAen sewagë effluent is discharged
through marine outfalls into the ocean since sewage effluent, being of
nearly the same density as water, is less dense than sea water. This
effect is examined in Chapters 5 and 6.
Ambient density stratification; Oceans, lakes, and the atmosphere
are frequently stratified in density due to non-uniform temperature
and/or salinity. Stable stratification, where ambient density decreases
with increasing height, has the effect of gradually reducing the buoyancy
force on a rising plume, until a region of zero buoyancy is reached where
the plume motion upward will be only due to its vertical momentum. Fur
ther motion upward will result in negative buoyancy due to ambient den
sity being lower than plume density and this will decelerate the plume
until all upward motion is lost and the plume has reached its maximum
height of rise. This effect is examined in Chapter 5.
Current effect;

Thé natural environment is seldom stagnant, and

free-stream velocity can affect the jet mixing, and also its trajectory
in case of cross-flow. A limited investigation of this effect for coflowing ambients will be given in Chapter 4.
Ambient turbulence; The natural ambient is nearly always in a state
of turbulence. This can be tested by releasing a dye into a river or
ocean and observing it diffuse. This turbulence is not of significant
importance as compared to plume (or jet) generated turbulence, but as
the ambient velocity grows in relation to jet velocity, this turbulence
is no longer negligible. This will be seen in Chapter 4.
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2.2. Basic Assumptions

The general assumptions underlying the analysis of this investiga
tion are listed as follows:
1. The flow is steady, in the mean.
2. The fluid is assumed incompressible; density variations are in
cluded only in the buoyancy terms. This is commonly called the
"Boussinesq approximation" [23].
3. The pressure variation is assumed to be purely hydrostatic.
4. Changes in density are assumed to be small enough so that a
linear equation of state is valid.
5. The flow within the jet is assumed to be axisymmetric.
6. The governing equations can be reduced in accordance with bound
ary layer assumptions.
7. Viscous dissipation is neglected.
8. The ambient fluid is of infinite extent.

How far this assump

tion can be applied to shallow water discharges will be examined
in Chapters 5 and 6.
The flow was modeled as turbulent within the mixing zone from the
start, and even thougjh the Reynolds number was included in the calcula
tions wherever it appeared, it was not considered as a significant param
eter in the jet problem being investigated. According to Ricou and
Spalding [24], the critical Reynolds number for the flow to be turbulent,
Re^^ = 2.5 X 10^; Rawn, Bowerman and Brooks [25] mention that when dis
charge conditions corresponded to Re^ = 5000 - 40,000, the jet dilution
was not dependent on Re^. Hinze [26], in reviewing several experiments
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with non-buoyant jets, observed a decreasing effect of Reynolds number,
becoming negligible above 10^; Cederwall [27] states that flow of an
axisymmetric jet is instantaneously turbulent if Re^ > 2 x 10^, and
according to the latest experimental work on buoyant vertical jets [28],
by keeping Re^ > 2500, flow was always turbulent. In the present calcu
lations Re^ was always greater than 10^, even for the high buoyancy (low
initial momentum) cases. Hence, the assumptions of turbulent mixing
from the start and Re not being a significant parameter are justified.
However, in this investigation, laminar viscosity was not neglected.
Many previous treatments for turbulent jets have neglected the laminar
viscosity altogether. The effect of laminar viscosity is negligible in
the main region, but not in the initial region.
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3. ANALYSIS

In the present chapter, the finite-difference prediction method
will be developed starting with the governing differential equations for
the flow in boundary layer form. The several steps in this differential
approach as listed in the introduction will be treated individually.

3.1. The Governing Equations
The development of the jet or plume as it moves throu^ the ambient
is governed by the conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy.
In the general formulation, consideration will be given to an axisymmetric buoyant jet discharging at an angle 6^ to the horizontal, and
since a jet with such a configuration will follow a curved path, a curv
ilinear co-ordinate system was used for analysis of the general problem.
This coordinate system is shown in Fig. 3.1. The s-axis is located along
the jet trajectory, while the y-axis is oriented normal to it. By tra
jectory here is meant a trace of the jet centerline. 9 is the angle
that the tangent to the trajectory at any point makes with the horizon
tal. The coordinate system is further described in Appendix B.
Curvilinear co-ordinates were first used by Tollmien [29] in rela
tion to derivation of the Navier-Stokes equations for laminar flow.
Later, in 1938, Goldstein [30] presented the boundary layer equations
for laminar, incompressible flow over a curved surface using curvilinear
co-ordinates. Turbulent flow equations in curvilinear co-ordinates are
found less frequently in the literature. Dvorak [31] and Rastogi and
Whitelaw [32] treat the subject for some cases of curved flows. A more
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Fig. 3.1. Curvilinear coordinate system and finite-difference grid
for buoyant jet analysis.
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detailed and relevant treatment is found in Hirst [10] who presents a
curvilinear co-ordinate approach in his integral analysis of turbulent
jet flow. The present work is, however, to the author's knowledge, the
first attempt at solving the partial differential equations for the jet
flow in curvilinear co-ordinates using finite-differences.
Details of the development of the governing equations, employing
the assumptions listed in Chapter 2, are given in Appendix B. The
final form of the equations in cuirvilinear co-ordinates is as follows:
Continuity;
J
^(uy)
+i(vy) = 0
ba
' by

(3.1)

s-momentum:

°~

8

(3.2)

y-momentum:
•

"^^^8cos e

(3.3)

<P„- P)
(Poo" P)
The terms —
g sin 6 and
g cos 9 represent components of
Po
Po
the buoyancy force which are generated due to density differences with
the ambient.
Energy;
"Tv

(3-4)
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A similar equation exists for salinity (species concentration).
However, for Illustrative purposes, the role of temperature, rather than
species concentration, will be emphasized in this study..
The shear stress,

T,

in Eq. (3.2), includes both the viscous and

the apparent turbulent contributions, so that
du

•
" pu'v'

(3.5)

Similarly, the heat flux, q, in the energy equation is due to both
molecular and turbulent action. Thus,
(3.6)

Equations (3.1) to (3.4) form a set of non-linear coupled differen
tial equations with two independent variables. On first sight, there
appear to be seven unknowns, namely, u, v, t, 0,

T,

q, p. Actually,

q and p are not additional unknowns. The turbulent heat flux is fre
quently related to the turbulent shear stress by a relation known as
the Reynolds analogy between heat and momentum transfer, first proposed
in 1874 by the British scientist Osbom Reynolds. It is a good approxi
mation whenever the flow is turbulent, and can be applied to turbulent
flow in boundary layers, pipes or ducts [33]* as well as to turbulent
free shear flow [34,35]. The details of this analogy as applied to the
jet flow problem will be given below. Thus, since a relationship already
exists between the molecular counterparts in the form of a laminar
Frandtl number, the overall heat flux q can be expressed in terms of
the overall shear stress through the Reynolds analogy,

p is related to

t by an algebraic equation of state (see Eq. (3.11) derived below).
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However, as is usually the case in turbulent flow, the number of
unknowns, now reduced to five, still exceeds the number of independent
equations, namely, four, requiring an additional relationship to achieve
"closure" of the mathematical formulation. This is provided by the
turbulence model. Using the Boussinesq concept of eddy viscosity [26],
T

can be modeled as
T« p (v+ Mj)^= pn^

where

(3.7)

is the eddy or turbulent viscosity, and n is the total or

effective viscosity.
The eddy viscosity,

is generally much larger than the laminar

viscosity u* However, v was retained in the analysis due to its im
portance in the initial region.
In the Reynolds analogy, it is assumed that the turbulent diffusivities for heat and momentum are related in a manner analogous to lami
nar flows. Thus,
Mn
(3.8)
1

«T

where Pr^ is the turbulent Frandtl number and

is the turbulent diffu-

sivity for heat. This approach has worked reasonably well for wall
boundary layers [36], [37], and tube flow [38], and will be seen to have
equal success here. The heat flux, q, can then be written as

q - -PC,

(tt*

where n^ is the effective thermal diffusivity.

(3-9)
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Fr^ was kept equal to 0.7 In all calculations reported here. More
details on turbulence modeling will be given In Chapters 4, 5, and 6.
The density, p, appearing In the convectlve or diffusive terms
can be taken equal to the reference density, the fluid being assumed
incompressible. However, in the buoyancy term, p ; is treated as a vari
able. This is the Bousslnesq assumption that was listed under the
assumptions in Chapter 2. A linear equation of state for p can be de
rived by expanding p(t) in a Taylor series about the reference density
Pref*

Or, neglecting higher order terms:

P- Pr.f

- /'('-Vet)]

where ^ = - —-—and is the Isobaric volume expansivity of the
Pref
p
fluid. Equation (3.10) can also be written as (see Appendix C):

P" Poo

^

-7r-=3(t„-t)
•^o

(3.11)

Equation (3.10) is valid for gases and most liquids. A higher order
expression for the equation of state p(t) may be utilized for fluids
subject to large temperature differences. In general, p will be a
function of both temperature and concentration. However, for the sake
of analysis, temperature alone has been considered, and this can very
easily be extended to Include the salinity (concentration) effect.
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3.2. Initial and Boundary Conditions

Equations (3.2) and (3.4) are classified as parabolic [39].
This gives rise to an Initial value problem, where the calculation be
gins at the discharge point and Is marched off In the streanwlse direc
tion, with the solution obtained being dependent on the solution at an
upstream station. Thus, It Is necessary to know the values of the vari
ables at discharge to start the solution.
Equations (3.1) to (3.4) are first order with respect to s In three
variables, hence three Initial distributions are required. These are
given as:
u(sQ,y) = f(y), t(8jj,y) = g(y), 6(s^) = 9^

(3.12)

As the solution advances. Information relating to the values of the
variables at the flow boundaries will also be needed in order to obtain
a unique solution.
Equation (3.2) is second order with respect to y in u, requiring
two boundary conditions for u. By the same reasoning, from Eqs. (3.4)
and (3.1), two boundary conditions are required for t and one for v.
They are all specified as follows:

•^(8,0) = -^(s,0).0, v(s,0) - 0
(3.13)
11m u(s,y) = u , 11m t(s,y) = t^
y-4aa
y-»«o
The initial profiles can be obtained from experiments, empiri
cal relations, approximate theories, or arbitrarily assumed. It is.
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however, desirable that they should correspond to the real flow in cer
tain gross features.
In most practical applications of the discharge problem, the initial
velocity and temperature profiles are nearly uniform [1,28,40,41,42].
Hence, uniform profiles of velocity and tenq)erature were used as initial
conditions in all calculations of the present work. The numerical
scheme can easily accommodate any other profile should that become neces
sary.
The initial v's Wiich can be determined from the continuity equa
tion (knowing the initial u's), were set equal to zero for convenience.
This is conqiatlble with problem specification since only uniform or
fully developed turbulent initial velocity profiles have been used.

3.3. Non-dimensional Forms

Non-dimenslonalization Is an extremely useful tool in applying
order-of-magnitude analyses to the Navler-Stokes equations in order to
obtain a set of equations that are reduced in complexity, the degree of
simplification depending on the nature of the flow phenomena and the
accuracy desired in the analyses. As a computational step in the differ
ential approach, however, it is not as essential. IVo main reasons for
its use in the present work are, first, that the solution, being in
terms of non-dimensional parameters, would be of a more general nature,
and second, that it is more convenient to use a simple form devoid of
symbols and units.
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The variables were non-dlmenslonalized as follows:

O

O

o

®
o
(3.14)

In general, t COq - t00 except when ambient is stratified and t00 Is
not constant. Thus, Eqs. (3.1) to (3.4) can be written in non-dimenslonal form after replacing density differences by equivalent tempera
ture differences using the equation of state [Eq. (3.10), see also Appendix
C] as:
Continuity:

^(UY) + -^(VY) = 0

(3.15)

s-momentum:

y-momentum:
=

(3.17)

Energy;

Re^ and Fr^ appear in the buoyancy term of the momentum equations as a
result of non-dimenslonallzlng the variables.
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The Initial and boundary conditions transform as follows:

U(S^,Y) = F(Y), T(S^,Y) = G(Y)

(3.19)

•^(S,0) = ^(S,0) = 0,

11m U(S,Y) = U^, 11m T(S,Y) =
y-*®
y-»oo

(3.20)

If the Initial profiles are assumed uniform, F(Y) = G(Y) =1.0. In
case of quiescent ambient, U^= 0, and when the ambient Is homogeneous,
T = 0.
00

However, for stratified ambient cases,
-Xd
I,= Re

\Z
C" \)

(3-21)

where X Is the ambient temperature stratification, usually specified In
°C/m (or °F/ft), and Z Is the non-dlmenslonal vertical height.
6, being a dlmenslonless variable, remains unchanged during this
entire step.
Details on how some of the non-dimensional forms are derived are
given in Appendix C.
3.4. Finite-Difference Formulation
The set of equations (3.15) to (3.18) is to be solved over the
region of interest, using a finite-difference method where the values of
the dependent variables are calculated for the nodal points of a finitedifference grid. The solution method employed an explicit formulation
of the DuFort-Frankel [43] typo. Figure 3.1 shows the details of the
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finite-difference grid used. The method is applicable for unequal grid
spacings in both directions. However, for all computations in the
present work, the AY spacings were kept equal, while AS was varied.
3.4.1. General
The aim in using a finite-difference method is to reduce a contin
uous system to a discrete or lumped parameter system which is suitable
for high-speed computer solution.

Thus, the variable is considered to

exist only at discrete points of a grid instead of being continuous over
the flow field, and the derivatives are therefore replaced by ratios of
differences. This is usually accomplished by expanding the variables
of the equations in Taylor series about appropriate grid points, and then
truncating the resulting series, to obtain finite-difference approxima
tions for the derivatives. Although finite-difference representations
can be obtained in other ways [44], the use of Taylor series expansions
gives a systematic and useful way of assessing the errors associated
with the difference formulation.
The order of the terms neglected due to the truncation gives the
^ order of the truncation error associated with the scheme. Order of,
mathematically represented by the 0 notation, has been defined with
reference to truncation errors in [45] as follows:
If s is any set and f,0 be real or complex functions defined on s,
then the notation f(a) = O[0(s)], s-»0 means that a positive number K
exists, such that |f(8) I ^K|#(s)) for 9-»0
To illustrate how derivatives are approximated, an example of a simple,
forward-difference approximation for

will be developed.
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Taylor series expansion for U(S+AS,Y) about (S,Y) gives

2
U(S+AS,Y) = U(S,Y) + &S-||(S,Y) +

+

2,
~(S,Y)

(S,Y) + 0[(6S)4]

Simple algebra yields
§§(S,ï)+

+

-«(S.Y). im A (S.T)

<S,Y) + 0[(iS)']

or

The truncation error Is of the order of AS, hence this is a first-order
approximation. More details on truncation error will be found in the
next section. The partial differential equations are thus transformed
into a set of algebraic equations, which are then solved step by step
to give a solution that exists at a finite number of discrete grid
points. Both explicit and implicit methods can be developed by expand
ing the Taylor series about different grid points and using various
combinations of these.
Most finite difference schemes applied to the jet flow problem have
been implicit in nature [8,19]. Where explicit methods have been used,
they have employed a co-ordinate transformation which places restrictions
on the accuracy and generality of the method [8,46]. The latter refer
ence Is restricted to laminar jet flow calculations only. Explicit
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methods possess the advantage that the values of the unknowns at each
downstream station are evaluated directly or explicitly. Implicit
schemes, in general, involve the solution of a system of simultaneous
equations for the variables, thus requiring greater algebraic complexity
and hence increased computation time for each step, but they are usually
unrestricted by stability considerations for commonly used forms and
allow for larger streamwise steps than permitted by conventional explicit
methods. Interestingly, however, the DuFort-Frankel method is less re
stricted by stability considerations as compared to conventional explic
it methods. This can be shown by application of the Von Neumann condi
tion [47], and was also seen to be true in the actual calculations where
considerably larger step sizes could be taken using this method. This
increased stability is obtained because the value of a dependent vari
able at (i,j) is replaced by its average at (i+l,j) and (i-l,j) when the
variable at (i,j) appears in a derivative term.
The DuFort-Frankel (henceforth referred to as D-F) scheme has been
used successfully for predicting flow in wall boundary-layers [36,37]
and tubes [38]. In the present study, the scheme was developed for
application to jet flow. Examples of how derivatives are approximated
using this scheme on a uniform grid are given in Section 3.4.3.
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3.4.2. The difference equations
The DuFort-Frankel forms of Eqs, (3.14) to (3.17) are;

4(AS^ + 6S_) "i+l,j+l

"i+l,j " ^i-l,j+l " "i-l,j

(3.22)

ÛY,

U

AT

(AS^+ AS_) V-i+lJ

ILL
~i-l,j/ • (AY^+ AY_)

^ (^i,j+1 • "i,j-l) ~ Y,(AY^ + AY_)

("i.-H-l " °'^[^i+1.1 + "l-l.lD
AY^

(^i + ^i-i)k.i + «i.i.i)

(°'^l?i+i.i + Oj-i.i] " Uj.i-i)
AY

Ci.j - \)
+ Re Pr
o o

®1

(3.23)
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i\r\)
(AS + AS ) ^®i+l " ®i-P
T

rTft

-

0

®i

(3.24)

0

U
(AS^ + AS_)

(AY^ + AY_)

" ^l,j-l)

Yj(AY^ + AY_)

AY.

4

(O.Spi^l^j + ?!_! j] AY

(3.25)

The finite-difference equations have been written in a form appli
cable for uneven grid spacing in both streanwise and cross-stream direc
tions, even though AY, the cross-stream grid, was kept constant in the
calculations.
The centerline derivative boundary condition, Eq. (3.20), was imple
mented using Taylor series expansions for the velocity and temperature
about the centerline as follows:
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"i«.2 = «i+1,1 ^(^)l

^

(3-2«)

"1+1.3 = "i+1,1 +(^1 ("« + (^)i
^

+ 0(AY)^

(3.27)

Multiplying both sides of Eq. (3,26) by 4 and then subtracting Eq. (3.27)
/bu.,A
from it yields, after setting(—riT-), = 0;

M,3
'"i+i.a - "1+1.3 - *1+1,1 +

Using a second order approximation to the zero derivative, therefore,
gives

"i+l,l=^^^^^H--^

(3.28)

Similarily,
%+l,l

^ ^^i+1.2 " ^i+1,3
3

Another way of implementing the centerline boundary condition [48]
is to obtain a special form of Eqs, (3.16) and (3.17) by letting
Y-»0 and then applying L'Hospltal's rule to the right hand side of the
equations. These equations are then differenced and the symmetry condition
2

Q where the subscript 0 refers to the first grid on the

other side of the centerline, is incorporated.
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3.4.3. Consistency, stability, convergence
Consistency and stability are both major concerns arising in the
use of finite difference methods, hence a discussion of these aspects
and how they relate to convergence of the solution is in order at this
time.
To satisfy the consistency condition, the finite-difference repre
sentation should approach the partial differential equations being approxi
mated, as the mesh size is shrunk.

The stability condition, on the other

hand, requires that round off errors, or errors from any source, do not
grow as the solution is advanced. (Round-off errors are introduced when
the discrete equations are not solved exactly).
Consistency is generally studied by expanding the dependent varia
bles in Taylor series and observing the difference between the partial
differential equations and the finite-difference representation. This
difference is due to the neglected terms and is known as the truncation
error associated with the difference scheme. Â consistent scheme is
defined as one in which this error vanishes as the mesh size approaches
zero. Generally, the smaller the truncation error, the faster the con
vergence of the numerical solution to the true one [49]. Using deriva
tives of U in the Y direction as examples, the truncation errors can be
examined.
In the standard explicit method,

M = YwilJAj.. A
ÔY
AY
^^2

AY
2!

^^3

(AY):
3!
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The truncation error for this formulation Is 0(AY).
In the D-F scheme,

6U .. ^l.j+l " ^1,1-1
bY
AY

(6Y)2 _ A.
3!

5!

2
and the truncation error Is seen to be 0[(AY) ].
It Is necessary that any truncation error be at most 0(AY), or
0(AS) In case of streamwlse differences, to satisfy consistency. This
is true for all derivatives approximated by the present method, but one
term deserves closer attention. The second-derivative term in the nor
mal direction is written for constant mesh size, as:

2

bY

2

(AY)

2

bS"-

A^
bY^ ^

(3.29)

[It is worthy of note that for a standard explicit method, the numerator
would be of the form

- 2U^ j). By comparing the two

forms, the essential feature of the D-F scheme can be revealed.] The
truncation error in Eq. (3.29) is:

Thus, the formulation is mathematically consistent only if AS goes to
zero faster than AY, and this has been the main criticism leveled against
the D-F formulation. Fortunately, the entire term consists of
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for boundary layer flows,

is negligibly small as
bS''
.
V
compared to other terms in the equation. Thus, even for
Eq. (3.29) would be expected to be a good approximation, even for finite
AS and AY.

A complete consistency analysis for the difference Eqs. (3.22)

to (3.25) is carried out in Appendix D.
Stability is a very important consideration, since even the best
finite-difference scheme in terms of truncation error can be unstable
and hence give a solution \^ich is entirely different from that of the
partial differential equations, rendering the results useless. A brief
discussion of the stability considerations for the present D-F formula
tion follows.
For the simple diffusion equation, this scheme is unrestrictedly
stable [43], [49]. In its application to prediction of wall boundary
layer flows [36] and tube flows [38], it was found to always be stable.
Naturally, therefore, no stability constraint for the method was known
or believed to exist. But when this method was applied to the jet cal
culations reported in this work, constraints on the allowable streamwise
stepsize were revealed. A careful application of the Von Neumann [47]
stability analysis by the author to Eqs. (3.22), (3,23), and (3.25) re
sulted in the following stability constraint:
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U. .AY
^ j=2,NYJ V
+Emc
i,j
2 AY

(3.30)

where NYJ = max (NY,NYT) and
FUNG

This is derived in Appendix E. No general theory is available for
proving stability and convergence in the case of non-linear equations
with variable coefficients such as is the case here, and a common prac
tice is to investigate the 'local' stability whereby the coefficients are
considered constant or error-free in a small neighborhood of each grid
point [50]. The stability criteria developed thereby is for 'local'
stability but if the requirement is checked at each grid point, then it
is reasoned that an instability could not originate.
nie analysis is thus a heuristic extension of the rather general
theory of Von Neumann applicable to linear problems with constant co
efficients. Even so, in the actual testing ground of numerical compu
tations, the stability criterion obtained in this way proved to be the
most effective in eliminating the stability problem.
This restriction is not severe, and except very close to nozzle
exit it is really very generous as compared to that for the ordinary
explicit method (See Appendix F). A streamwise stepsize AS^ of about
8-10% of the width of the mixing zone in the main region was found to
give good results for the co-flowing stream calculations, and for quies
cent ambient cases up to 6% of the mixing zone was used without stability
problems. This is several times larger than would be possible using the
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ordinary explicit scheme where, in addition to the viscosity difference,
the value of the viscosity itself appears in the denominator [44](see
also Appendix F). A small free-stream velocity (3-5% of jet velocity)
was specified for the quiescent ambient cases in order to increase
allowable stepsize. (The accuracy of the solution was found to be un
affected by this procedure).

3.5. Method of Solution
A skeleton flow chart illustrating the order of calculation is
shown in Fig. 3.2.
Equation (3.23) can be solved directly for

^ if all the U's

are known at the i and i-1 levels and the V's, T's and 0 known at the
i level. As the D-F scheme requires information from two previous streamwise stations, namely, i and i-1, a modification of the ordinary explic
it method described in [51], which requires information from only one
previous station, was used to start the solution. Details of this
explicit scheme are given in Appendix F. Equation (3.23) is then solved
for

j for all j values in the mixing zone, starting with the point

adjacent to the jet centerline and working outward to the edge of the
jet or plume, using the boundary conditions specified by Eq. (3.28) at the
jet centerline. The outer boundary is located when

('u.
V i+1,1
1

-U

^

^ is not less than a specified value, in this case, 0.99.
=1+1/

In section 3.2., the free stream boundary condition for u was applied at
y-*0Oj but for practical purposes, the above criterion for locating the
edge is sufficiently accurate. With the U. , .*s determined, Eq. (3.22)
i + i ,J
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Fig. 3.2. Skeleton flow chart for the general calculation method.
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can be solved for

starting from the point adjacent to the jet

centerline and working outward, using the specified boundary value of the
normal component of velocity at the jet centerline. 8^^^^ is then deter
mined for the general problem of the buoyant curved jet by solving Eq.
(3.24), and T.,, .'s are deteimined as explained earlier for U's, by solv1+1|J

ing Eq. (3.25), i.e.; the finite-difference form of the energy equation.
It is worth noting that the normal momentum equation appearing in
the form shown as Eq. (3.24), shows a constant value of 6 across the
cross-section, hence evaluating it at the centerline would mean using
(Ui

and

But a better and more realistic estimate of 0 at

station i-fl can be made if Eq. (3.24) is representative of the entire
flow cross-section at i. Hence, Eq. (3.24) was integrated over the
cross-section using the U and T values generated by the s-momentum and
energy equations. Thus, no profile assumptions were made as is the case
with integral methods. This will be clarified further in the curved jet
analysis of Chapter 6. In the first two applications of this analysis,
as described in Chapters 4 and 5, the normal momentum equation did not
appear, and was, therefore, not used.
According to Fig. 3.2, the effective viscosity and conductivity
are evaluated next. This is the place in the program where the different
models for the turbulence are examined. More details on turbulence
models will be presented in Chapters 4, 5, and 6.
Finally, the variables are all updated to prepare for the next com
putational step, i.e., all variables at i+1 become quantities at 1, and
those at i become quantities at 1-1. The solution is thus stepped.off
until all the desired flew region has been calculated.
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An Increasing streamwlse step size was Incorporated Into the program.
It should be emphasized that each variable Is calculated explicitly at
each location, no Iterations or simultaneous solutions being required.
An interesting aspect of the solution procedure, namely, the genera
tion of the plume trajectory, will be briefly described. Once the forward
streamvise step

is calculated, its horizontal and vertical compo

nents, in order, are determined as follow;
= ÛS_j_cos 6^
AZ, =" AS. sin 6.
+
+
i
Then the cumulative distance travelled by the jet, and its co-ordinates,
are generated by the summations:

h+i " ^1 +

*1+1 " *1 + ÛS^cos 0^
^1+1 = =1 +

(3.31)

®i

Although various numbers of radial grid points were used in studying
the convergence properties of the method, most calculations were made by
dividing the discharge radius into 20 AY Increments.
The method is fast, and most of the computations reported here have
required less than two minutes and none more than 2 1/2 minutes of compu
tation time on the IBM 360/65, which is a relatively slow machine.
More details on the peculiarities of the calculation method and
additional features that were incorporated into the computer code as the
method was put to greater use, will be given in succeeding chapters.
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The computer program used for calculating the buoyant curved jet
configuration Is listed for the reader's convenience In Appendix A.
Different models can be examined by altering one subroutine. This code,
written In FORTRAN IV, was prepared for execution at the Iowa State
University Computation Center.

3.6. Results
Results from this method have been compared to experiment, and to
other methods, both Integral and differential (where these have been
available) to demonstrate the capability of the calculation scheme and
modeling that have been employed. These will be seen In detail in the
succeeding chapters where the horizontal non-buoyant jet, the vertical
plume with buoyancy, and the buoyant curved jet are all examined indi
vidually.
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4. THE NON-BUOYANT JET IN A CO-FLOWING OR QUIESCENT AMBIENT

In this chapter, the calculation scheme described earlier is applied
to the base-line case of the turbulent non-buoyant jet. This case is
important because it provides a suitable test configuration for a veri
fication study of the computational technique developed for the jet flow
calculations, and as a first step in evaluating the different models for
the turbulent transport process.
Heated non-buoyant jets are not common in practical applications,
but they do represent the limiting case for the horizontally discharging
jet at very large Froude numbers. The multipart diffuser pipe discharg
ing power plant cooling water is one application where sufficiently
large Froude numbers are expected to occur that buoyancy effects can be
neglected. Based on the numbers given in [2], Fr^ for such flows could
be as high as 3000 or even higher, and the analysis of a round jet would
be valid as long as these jets did not interfere.

4.1. Introduction

Non-buoyant jets have been studied extensively during the past 4050 years as a classic example of non-isotropic free turbulence. The
problem of turbulent jet mixing of an incompressible fluid with an am
bient at rest was first analyzed successfully by Tollmien in 1926 [52].
He considered a point source and hence the solution does not hold for a
finite opening. Kuethe [53], in 1935, extended Tollmien's results to
the case of a two-dimensional jet issuing into a medium not at rest,
and also worked out an approximate method for the computation of the
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velocity profile in the initial part of a round jet issuing into medium
at rest. Squire and Trouncer [54], in 1944, extended Kuethe's results
to the case of a round jet issuing into a uniform stream by assuming
certain velocity profiles across the jet. Other investigations followed.
Good reviews of analytical work done in this area can be found in Pai
[55], Hinze [26], and Âbramovich [56].
Experimental efforts of most prominence have been the work of
Âlbertson et al. [57] for simple momentum jets, and those of Forstall
and Shapiro [58], and Landis and Shapiro [59], for jets in co-flowing
ambients. All the analytical approaches mentioned have been based upon
approximate methods of analysis using integral methods with different
modifications. The most recent in this class of methods is the work of
Hirst [10]. However, as has been mentioned in Chapter 1, in order to
predict the flow properties with precision throughout the flow field, to
allow arbitrary initial and boundary conditions, and to permit non-simi
larity in the flow behavior, one would have to turn to more refined
methods.
In several types of turbulent flow calculations, such as prediction
of wall boundary layers and confined flows, differential methods have
emerged as the most successful solution methods capable of providing
such details of the flow as the velocity and temperature distributions
[37,38,60]. In 1970, W. C. Reynolds [61], while commenting on the 1968
Stanford Conference [7] where integral methods were yet dominant in com
putation of turbulent flows, remarked that, "while there were a number
of successful and attractive integral methods tested at the conference,
one had to be impressed with the generality and speed of computations
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based on the partial differential equations. These schemes can be ex
tended to new situations much more readily than integral methods. While
integral methods are indeed useful in certain special cases, there is a
definite interest in use of partial differential equation schemes."
The accuracy and generality of these methods depend upon developing
or identifying appropriate models for the turbulent transport mechanism.
This has been done with reasonably good success in the case of wall
boundary layers, but for turbulent jet flows a simple, general transport
model capable of accurately predicting the full range of flows from dis
charge to the fully established flow regime has eluded researchers to
date [8,35]. Here "simple model" is defined as one which does not re
quire the simultaneous solution of any auxiliary partial differential
equations througjh the problem domain in order to evaluate the turbulent
shear stress. The main motivation for turning to more complex models is
to achieve greater generality in being able to accurately predict a
wider range of flows with the same model.
Âlthougih the need for jet and plume predictions which account for
buoyancy, cross-flow, and surface interaction effects is clear, it also
appears desirable to consider the merits of several turbulence models
for the "base-line" case of the heated nonbuoyant (Fr^=" ®), axisymmetric, turbulent jet discharging into a quiescent or co-flowing stream
before considering additional complicating effects. The proceedings of
the Langley Conference [8] contain a reasonably current study of pres
ently known models and methods applicable to this "base-line" flow.
Other related publications are [18-20]. One of the best performers at
the conference was the ke2 model proposed by Launder et al. [62]. This
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is a two equation model of turbulence requiring the simultaneous solu
tion of two auxiliary partial differential equations, thereby increasing
the computation time over that required by simple models. However, it
was demonstrated that no one model, simple or complex, gave consistently
accurate predictions for the two different velocity ratios represented
by Test Cases 9 and 20.
In the present chapter, predictions from several turbulence models
are compared and a new eddy viscosity model presented which accounts for
ambient turbulence effects, and results in improved predictions for a
wide range of velocity ratios, including the important case of jet into
still ambient flows. The explicit, non-iterative finite-difference
scheme previously used for wall boundary layers [36] and confined flows
[38] was developed to solve the conservation equations for jet flows
and is shown to work well for the entire range of flows investigated.

4.2. The Governing Equations
The flow configuration, with finite-difference grid superimposed on
the flow field, is indicated in Fig. 4.1.
For a straight-line trajectory, no curvature effects exist and
hence, under boundary layer assumptions, the y-momentum equation, Eq.
(3.3), vanishes. Also, in the absence of buoyancy effects, the buoyancy
term drops out from the momentum equation, causing it to be uncoupled
from the energy equation (note that the energy equation remains coupled
to the momentum equation, however).
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The resulting set of equations can be written as follows:
Continuity;
•^(uy) + ^(vy) = 0

(4.1)

Axial momentum:

(4.2)
Energy:

(y

(4.3)

pCpy fy

here, s = x, since for a horizontal configuration, the streamwise coordi
nate coincides with the horizontal,

T and q are as defined in Chapter 3,

The initial and boundary conditions are the same as specified in
Chapter 3, except that here 0^ = 0° and is, in fact, not required since
0 is not an unknown, the trajectory being a straight line.

4.3. Finite-Difference Formulation
Since a detailed analysis has been presented in Chapter 3, only
the essential features will be shown here.
Equations (4.1) to (4.3), normalized by introducing the non-dimen
sional variables presented in Chapter 3, can be written as:

A

=0

(4.4)

(4.5)
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(4.6)

The boundary and initial conditions transform in a similar manner.
Examples of how derivatives are approximated and the truncation
errors involved have been given earlier and will not be repeated
here.
The DuFort-Frankel (D-F) scheme has been described in Chapter 3,
and the continuity and energy equations in difference form are identical
to Eqs. (3.22) and (3.25). The momentum equation can be written as:

V. .
(AS^ + \s_)("i+l,j " "i-l,j) (AY^+ \Y.) ("i,j+l " "i,j-l)

YJ(AY+ + AY_)

^i + W(«i.i + ^i.i.i)

AY,

[°-M^i^l.1^vl.i)-^i.1-ll

AY

(4.7)

4.4. Transport Models and Results
As a first step towards applying the numerical scheme for the tur
bulent jet flow problem, Prandtl's mixing length hypothesis for the tur
bulent exchange was incorporated to achieve closure.
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This suggests using the following formulation for the Reynolds'
stress term in the momentum equation:
pu'v' = pjg

buldu

so that the eddy viscosity

assumes the form

t

(4.*)

The quantity i, is the so-called "mixing length," determined by the geom
etry of the flow system, typically as a fraction of the local width of
the mixing region for free shear flow.
Here, 1 = 0.0762 6 was used, where 6 is the width of the mixing zone
in the initial region and the jet velocity radius in the main region of
the flow. This model will be labeled Model A for future reference.
As was mentioned earlier, in Chapter 3, it will be understood every
where that the eddy diffusivity for heat, (y^, is related to

by the

turbulent Prandtl number. Experimental evidence for the use of Pr^ = 0.7
for non-buoyant jets is provided by the results in [58,59], However, to
maintain the generality of the prediction technique, the value was kept
the same for the succeeding configurations as well.
Starting length predictions using the mixing length model were very
good over a wide range of velocity ratios. These predictions are shown
in Fig. 4.2 along with the experimental results of Albertson et al. [57],
Landis and Shapiro [59], Forstall and Shapiro [58], the analytical pre
dictions of Hirst [10], and the empirical correlations of Forstall [58]
and Abramovich [56]. Albertson based his similarity solution [57]
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on a starting length equal to 12.4 radii; however, he actually measured
a starting length of less than 10 radii, as shown in Fig. 4.2. In the
main region, however, success is not so clearly apparent. The broken
lines in Fig, 4.3 show the results of using Eq. (4.8) in the main region
for velocity ratio R = 0.25,
One major disadvantage typically attributed to mixing length models,
the prediction of zero viscosity on the jet center line, was overcome when
the model was refined on the assumption that main mixing eddies extend to
a scale on the order of the transverse distance from the jet centerline
to the inflexion point

j^) of the velocity profile where mixing is

expected to be the greatest, A constant value of the turbulent viscosity,
equal to the value at the inflexion point, was then used from the centerline to the inflexion point. Mathematically, this is expressed as:

•fl#! y
(4.9)

The solid lines in Fig, 4,3 represent the predictions of the mixing
length model using this refinement according to H = 0,236

This

model is referred to in the figures as the modified mixing length model
and for future reference it will be called Model B, The modification
is seen to lead to better agreement, overall, with the experimental
data of Landis and Shapiro [39], However, the decay of centerline
values is still left underpredicted in the main region, especially at
larger axial distances. Also shown in Fig, 4,3 are the predictions of
Hirst [10] using an integral method.
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The next model examined was the eddy viscosity model proposed by
Schetz [18] of the form

(4.10)

where Eq. (4.10) relates the turbulent viscosity to the mass flow defect
(or excess) per unit width in the mixing region. Here,

= 0.018.

Schetz arrived at this model as an axisymmetric equivalent, starting
with the generalized form of Clauser's planar model for the outer region
of a turbulent boundary layer. Predictions using this model. Model C,
for R = 0.25 are shown by broken lines in Fig. 4.4. As noted by Schetz
[63], the centerline decay values are seen to be overpredicted for this
velocity ratio. The Schetz model assumes a constant value for the turbu
lent viscosity across the mixing layer, but measurements indicate [26]
that it in fact varies and has an intermittent character near the outer
edge of the mixing layer. Hence, in an attempt to account for these ob
served intermlttency effects, it was decided to modify Model C to the
form
00

(4.11)
c
where y is equal to an intermlttency function and Kg = 0.012, An expres
sion was developed by the authors for y as follows:
y =» 1.0

(4.12)
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This gives a distribution for y which agrees well with the experimentally
determined crrve in 164]. Predictions were greatly improved for this
velocity ratio and are shown as the solid line in Fig. 4.4. Another
modification of Eq. (4.10) can be found in Ref [65].
However, for R = 0.5, the modified Schetz model, or Model D, did not
do as well (Fig. 4.5). This effect seemed to plague all models that were
brought out in the Langley workshop [8] as well, where, if predictions
agreed well for R = 0.25, Test Case 9, then the agreement was poor for
R = 0.48, Test Case 20. However, the results of Test Case 20 are in
good agreement with the Forstall and Shapiro [58] measurements at a
velocity ratio of 0.5 in the main region, suggesting that the difference
in velocity ratio is the most significant difference in the main region
between Langley Cases 9 and 20. An observation in the same Proceedings
that "the deviation of predictions from experiment for higher velocity
ratios can be attributed to the increased influence of free-stream tur
bulence on mixing rate at higher velocity ratios" serves to corroborate
this notion.
To account for this behavior, a velocity ratio function was developed
with the idea that there must be a free stream turbulence level effect
since the mixing of a jet with an ambient in motion would be influenced
by the eddy motion characteristic of this flowing ambient, and this
effect would assume greater importance in the mixing as the stream ve
locity grew in relation to the jet velocity. Starting with the hypoth
esis that the first order effect of the "free stream" turbulence on tur
bulent mixing characteristics of a stream migjht be more likely to scale
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with the stream kinetic energy than any other simple parameter, the
following form for F was developed:

F = CONST (1 + 2.13R^)

(4.13)

Finally, after localizing the concept of mass flow defect as pro
posed in the Schetz model, a new variable viscosity model. Model E, of
the form
CD

(4.14)
y

with CONST = 0.015 in Eq. (4,13) for F, was proposed. Here, the viscosity
at a given distance y from the center of the jet is proportional to the
mass flow defect (or excess) per unit width in the mixing region from
that point to the outer edge of the mixing layer. The general trend of
the resulting viscosity variation is qualitatively similar to that pro
vided by the use of the intermlttency factor, but here the model would
permit variations in response to local variations in velocity profile
shape.
Predictions of this proposed model. Model E, used in the main region
for a wide range of velocity ratios are shown in Fig. 4.6 along with
the data of Tandis and Shapiro [59], Forstall and Shapiro [58], Albertson
et al. [57], and Trupel (cited in [56]). The predictions, which extend up
to 100 diameters downstream of the nozzle exit, are seen to agree well with
experiments over the entire range of velocity ratios considered, including
the case of the jet discharging into a still ambient.
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It is quite satisfying to see that the velocity ratio squared term
in F appears to account for the effect of velocity ratio for the cases
considered. The effect is a large one since F increases by about 53%
over the range of cases illustrated in Figs, 4.6a and 4.6b.
All predictions of the present method for a jet discharging into
quiescent surroundings were made for R = 0.03, The use of smaller veloc
ity ratios resulted in no significant changes in the predictions, but
since the stability criterion for the starting method [36,51] dictated
very small starting step sizes, R = 0.03 was used for reasons of economy.
For further comparisons, the data of Test Cases 9 and 20 from the
Langley workshop [8] are shown in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 with predictions
using some of the models considered in the Langley workshop, as well as
the present model. For Test Case 9 (Fig. 4.7), the predictions of the
Harsha turbulent kinetic energy model are shown only in the initial
region. In the main region, the line was so close to that of Model E
that it is not shown. Overall, the proposed simple model is seen to
perform as well as even the more complex models considered in Figs. 4,7
and 4.8. Also, from these two figures, it can be learned that, though
the flow appears simple, there is a wide spread in the predicted values,
indicating that the status of predictions for this class of flow is not
as good as for wall boundary layers.
All predictions of the present method shown in Figs. 4.3 to 4.8 used
initial profiles at the end of the initial region which were provided by
Prandtl's mixing length model (Model A). The predictions in Fig. 4,8
could have been further improved if the velocity ratio function F was
incorporated into Model A as well.
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When the modified Schetz model and the proposed model were used
from the injection point, starting with slug profiles of velocity and
temperature, they gave good agreement with data; however, the constant
had to be changed in order to achieve reasonable predictions in the
initial region.
An additional shortcoming associated with Model C which rendered
it unsuitable for use in the initial region was that the viscosity pre
dicted by the model appeared overly sensitive to the definition of the
mixing zone, the starting length prediction changing by a factor of 3
(unless the constant was adjusted to compensate) if the width of the
mixing zone was arbitrarily increased by one grid point.
All of the models evaluated in this work were found to predict
velocity and temperature profiles which, when non-dimensionalized, agreed
fairly well with measurements. However, the predictions of the Schetz
constant viscosity model tend to fall out of the experimental band close
to the edge of the jet. See Fig. 4.9.
It is worth emphasizing at this point that the proposed model is
very successful in the non-buoyant jet case, but it is not meant to be
an ultimate model. Rather, this development is meant to show the viabili
ty of simple models for such a configuration, and the desirability of
recognizing and incorporating certain important features, such as ambient
turbulence effect, into the model. The velocity ratio function could
equally well be applied to Model D, or Prandtl's constant viscosity model
(labeled Model F) of the form:
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^ ^3^1/2("max
where

"min)

= 0.0246

(4.15)

To demonstrate this point. Fig. 4.10 shows the good agreement be
tween experimental data and the predicted centerline decay values for
different velocity ratios using Model F modified to

max

(4.16)

where F is given by Eq. (4.13) and CONST = 0.0246
Assumptions of a linear variation of mixing zone with x and profile simi
larity, which have been used in the development of some models (e.g.,
Cohen [66]),were carefully avoided here since it was planned to use the
analysis for more complex flows (of which some have been reported in
Chapters 5 and 6) where these assumptions would not be valid.
4.5. Some Numerical Aspects
The stability criterion in the final form, Eq. (3.30) shown in
Chapter 3, had not been developed at this point of the study. Carefully
selecting the step size and using Eq. (4.17)

(4.17)

as a rough upper bound along with a safety factor, succeeded in eliminating
the instability problem for most of the calculations reported.
However, going to velocity ratios that approached zero, typically
0.03 or 0.05, caused a peculiar trend of Instability to be observed where
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the transverse velocity started growing near the outer edge of the jet
and then grew rapidly out of control, eventually swamping the solution.
No remedy seemed available until it was recognized as a phenomenon where
the effective viscosity was small compared to the product of the lateral
velocity flux and the lateral grid spacing. Recourse was taken to a
"high-lateral flux modification," introduced as a novelty of numerical
analysis by Fatankar and Spalding [67] in the new version of their compu
tation procedure. This was adapted for the present program as described
below.
The qualitative description of the high lateral flux condition in
the previous paragraph was given mathematical form, following the sub
stance of Eq. (6.2-31) in [67] as:

("i.i + "i.j+l) = i
("1,1 + "ij-l) - 5
where ALl =

4Y|+ im -

^ K.J

4Y||]

+ K" - K.J A?ll]

j+i) and AL2 =

j

(4.18)

Equation (4.18) implies the following:
(I) If ALl >

AY I
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|
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• K.J '"I
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|
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This modification had the effect of eliminating the high lateral
flux problem. Later on, further evidence for the necessity of this for
mulation was obtained by a stability analysis of the momentum equation
using Karplus' electric analogue method [68].
In answer, to a possible question that this represents only a patch
ing operation, Fatahkar and Spalding say that most of the available
procedures, perhaps all of them, need doctoring in this or a similar way.
In addition., it is worth noting that the fact that this modification was
found to be necessary for an implicit method is evidence that this is
not a defect peculiar with the explicit method.
This modification was thenceforth retained as a special feature of
the computer program which would enable it to handle all such cases of
high lateral velocities.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, step sizes roughly 8-10% of the mixing
width (6)in the main region could be taken without occurrence of in
stability for all except the R

0 cases.

The results described in the previous section were obtained as out
put from the IBM 360/65 computer. The program was designed to use a
growing step size in the downstream direction, so that the calculation
becomes more economical with increasing streaiiKd.se distance. However,
it was not necessary to go beyond 100 diameters for any case reported
in this chapter,

4.6. Concluding Remarks
The highlights of the study presented in this chapter can be sum
marized as follows:
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1. A fast and effective explicit finite-difference method has been
developed for the simultaneous solution in the physical plane of the
conservation equations for both free and co-axial jet flows. The method
can be used with a variety of models for the turbulent viscosity and
provides a useful tool for evaluating transport models.
2, Prandtl's mixing length model (Model A) worked well in the ini
tial region and gave very accurate predictions for the starting length
over a wide range of velocity ratios. Not much can be said as to the
superiority of one model over another in the initial region, since a
variety of initial conditions can occur, making it difficult to draw
general conclusions. However, a model least sensitive to different
starting assumptions would appear to have an edge as a reasonable start
ing model. The mixing length formulation seems to satisfy this need.
This enhances our confidence in the applicability of the model for calcu
lations in the design of the discharge system for a power plant.
3, Agreement between predictions and experiment was not good for
the mixing length model in the main region. Modifying it so that the
turbulent viscosity did not approach zero at the jet centerline improved
predictions in the main region. Using y^^^^ as the characteristic length
also contributed to improved agreement with experimental data, but no
suitable cross-section length scale was found which led to truly good
agreement for the decay of centerline values. On the other hand, even
this mixing length model fared better than the predictions of the inte
gral method of Hirst [10] for the experimental data considered.
4. A modification (Model D) to the constant viscosity model of the
form suggested by Schetz (Model C), which employed an intermittency
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function as a multiplying factor, was found to lead to significantly
better agreement with experimental data for one velocity ratio but not
for another.
5, A new variable viscosity model (Model E) was proposed for the
turbulent jet which appeared to account satisfactorily for the effect
of velocity ratio on the turbulent mixing as evidenced by the consist
ently good agreement between predictions and measurements over a wide
range of velocity ratios, including the important case of the jet dis
charging into a quiescent ambient. In the limited comparisons that were
possible for the class of flow being considered, the simple? proposed
model (with ambient turbulence effect included) appeared to perform as
well as even the more complex models of turbulence.
6, The presence of a wide variety of approaches to achieve turbu
lence closure is in itself an evidence of their approximate nature, and
until a more fundamental understanding of the mixing phenomenon is
achieved, the superiority of one model over another will always be
debatable and case-dependent, irrespective of the complexities involved
in the modeling.
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5. THE BUOYANT VERTICAL JET OR PLUME IN A UNIFORM OR STRATIFIED AMBIENT
5.1, Introduction

The practical applications of this configuration include the dis
charge of thermal or sewage effluent into the ocean and also the dis
charge of effluent from chimneys and cooling towers into a still atmo
sphere.
Until recently, experimental data for the buoyant vertical jet in
uniform ambient was scant, the only ones that were known being the lim
ited measurements of Abraham [69], the data of Frankel and Gumming [70],
and the results of Rouse et al. [71] for pure buoyant plumes above a
point heat source. Recently, however, some very excellent sources be
came available. They are the measurements of Fryputniewicz [28], and
Ryskiewich and Hafetz [72] for a wide range of initial conditions, and
including the effects of the free surface, for the vertically discharsed
buoyant jet. A concise presentation of the results of [28] can be found
in [73].
Theoretical analysis in terms of approximate methods for prediction
of vertical buoyant jets and plumes in uniform ambients dates back to
Schmidt's work in 1941 [74], which considered the mechanics of convective plumes (pure buoyancy cases, no initial momentum). Rouse et al.
[71] carried out similar work in 1952. They arrived at a theoretical
solution for a source of pure buoyancy using an integral method, and
compared their assumed Gaussian profiles to their own measured profiles.
The approach of both these investigators involved a solution to the
integral conservation equations of vertical momentum, mechanical energy.
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and energy, assuming a form for the velocity and density difference pro
files, and assuming that the shear stress integral in the mechanical
energy equation was similar and known. Morton et al. [15] also used the
integral method, but they dropped the mechanical energy equation and
used instead the integral form of mass conservation. This required the
use of an entrainment function instead of the shear stress integral.
Morton [14] extended the analysis of [15] to include the effect of
initial momentum. The analysis of Morton served as the forerunner for
later, more general formulations such as those of Fan [16], Fan and
Brooks [17], and Hirst [10].
Numerical treatment of the partial-differential equations governing
the vertical plume flow in uniform ambient by finite-difference methods
has been restricted to the work of Trent [75], Trent and Welty [21], and
Oosthuizen [76]. Trent and Welty have solved the two-dimensional vorticity transport equations without boundary layer assumptions using an
iterative scheme. They compare their results for deep-water discharge
to their similarity solutions based on Abraham's theory. Oosthuizen
uses a simple implicit finite-difference scheme to solve the boundary
layer form of the governing equations. However, his analysis is re
stricted to low Re^ flows, so that he makes laminar calculations up to
an experimentally determined distance Xj-jgus *fter which he shifts to
turbulent calculations.
The discharge of a vertical plume into a stably stratified ambient,
where the density of the receiving medium decreases with increasing
height, has also been studied by several investigators. For this case,
the jet will only reach a certain height, determined by two parameters:
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the initial buoyancy of the plume relative to its initial momentum, and
the degree of ambient stratification. Later, these parameters will be
expressed as dimensionless groups.
Experimental height of rise data have been given by Hart [77],
Crawford and Leonard [78], Abraham and Eysink [79], Fox [80], and others.
Theoretical approaches have all been integral in nature and can be found
in Hart [77], who modifies Abraham's equations for jets in a homogeneous
ambient to predict hei^t of rise, Morton et al. [15], and later Morton
[14], Priestley and Ball [81], Fan [16], Fan and Brooks [17], Fox [80],
Hirst [9], and others. Sneck and Brown performed experiments to repre
sent plume rise from large-diameter sources such as cooling towers, and
the results of their experiments are presented in [82] along with the
theory of Fox,
A valuable reference for the stratified ambient case is [9], where
Hirst presents the results of his Integral method using a generalized
entrainment function which is an extension of Fox's variable entrainment
function, and presents the experimental results of several investigators
for height of rise, in a tabular form.
No differential approaches to predict height of rise have been seen
for the stratified ambient case discussed above. For more information
on buoyant jet theory, the reader can refer to the works of Abraham [12],
Baumgartner and Trent [1], and Hirst [10], which present very good re
views on the subject.
The results to be presented in this chapter were obtained using the
same numerical method that worked well for the non-buoyant jet analysis.
The formulation is basically the same as for the non-buoyant jet, except
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that a buoyancy term is included in the momentum equation. Also, in the
case of stratified ambient, the ambient temperature varies, providing a
variable boundary condition.
This is believed to be the first time that a finite-difference
method has been used with success to solve the boundary layer form of
the governing equations for this class of jet flow. The merits in using
explicit methods have been briefly mentioned in Chapter 3. Again an
eddy viscosity approach to turbulence modeling will be seen to be suc
cessful.
Comparisons have been made for zero buoyancy height with the results
in [82], and for zero momentum height, with the experimental results of
several investigators in [9].

5.2. Flow Configuration

Figure 5.1a shows the configuration of a jet issuing into a uniform
ambient. The jet is accelerated by buoyancy, causing the centerline
velocity at discharge to start increasing. This makes the precise deter
mination of the location where the velocity starts to decay, more diffi
cult. The starting length, S^, is therefore based on temperature (or
concentration) rather than velocity for buoyant flows. In a uniform am
bient, the jet will rise indefinitely,unless interrupted by a free-sur
face (in case of submerged ocean outfall) because, regardless of the re
duction in buoyancy by mixing, the Jet is always somewhat buoyant with
respect to the environment.
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Fig. 5.1. Flow configurations.
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In Fig. 5.1b the jet can be seen discharging into a stably strati
fied ambient. Riermal stratification is the usual occurrence [77], and
the one that is shown in the figure. This plume will not rise indefi
nitely, Initially, the main loss of buoyancy will be due to entrainment
of dense ambient fluid as the jet moves upward. In addition, the den
sity of the ambient fluid decreases with elevation. Hence, as the plume
ascends, due to both of these effects, the density difference relative
to the local ambient steadily decreases, eventually reducing to zero.
At this stage, there is no accelerating force, and the flow continues
upward by virtue of the vertical momentum it possesses, only to encounter
negative buoyancy forces (due to local ambient fluid being lighter than
jet fluid) that eventually cause total loss of upward momentum. At this
level of maximum rise,.the plume fluid is denser than the local surround
ings and consequently will cascade downward around the upward flow, to
ultimately spread laterally at a level of neutral buoyancy.
Both the height at which buoyancy first goes to zero, called the
zero buoyancy height, Zg, and the height at which momentum reduces to
zero, called the zero momentum height, Z^, are important unknowns to be
determined by the prediction method.
The zero momentum height is very important from the point of view
of thermal discharge design since it determines whether the plume will
reach and spread out on the water surface or stay submerged and spread
out below the water surface (in case of ocean outfalls). The discharge
system can be designed to achieve either of these conditions depending
upon the requirements of the water quality standards. For atmospheric
discharges, the most adverse conditions for plume rise and dispersion
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are a ground based atmospheric inversion accompanied by no crosswind,
and ground based Inversions usually occur with still air [82]. Thus,
if the height of rise of a plume can be predicted under these limiting
conditions, a conservative estimate of the plume's performance under
general field conditions can be made.
The zero buoyancy height, where (P -

is first diminished to

zero, is significant since the behavior of the plume changes markedly
after this height. First, the plume centerline temperature (or concen
tration) is usually observed to increase slightly after this height.
Also, soon after Z^, the plume ceases to entrain any more ambient
fluid.

In fact there is negative entralnment as the plume begins to

spread out horizontally.

5.3.

The Governing Equations

The equations listed below are a degenerate form of those presented
in Chapter 3 for 6^ = 90°. Since the plume trajectory will follow a
straight line, 6 remains constant = 90°, and the y-momentum equation is
absent.

The resulting set of equations is the same as Eqs. (4.1) to

(4.3), except that the s-momentum equation now has a buoyancy term.

=0

(5.1)

(5.2)
o
(5.3)
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Here, s = z, since for a vertical configuration the streamwise
coordinate coincides with the vertical.
The boundary conditions are given by Eq. (3.13) and the initial
conditions by Eq. (3.12).
The variable boundary condition describing ambient stratification
is explained in the next section.

5.4. Non-dimensionalization
The dimensionless variables are given by Eq. (3.14), and the
normalized equations in terms of these variables can be written as:

^(UY) +

(VY) = 0

+

(5.4)

+ Re Fr"
o
o

'

<5.5)

(5-6)

As mentioned earlier, the general behavior of the buoyant vertical jet
in an ambient of variable density will depend on the initial relative
buoyancy of the plume, and the degree of ambient stratification.
Buoyancy is represented by a non-dimensional parameter called the
Froude number, Fr.

It expresses the ratio of the inertia to buoyancy

forces, so that a high Fr means that the effects of buoyancy will be
small and vice versa.
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Mathematically,

The Initial Froude number, therefore, would be represented by
u2
^

Fr = •
o

o
The ambient stratification is commonly specified either of two ways;
i) as \, the degree of stratification, expressed in °C/m (or
°F/ft), in which case the non-dimensional form is as shown in Chapter 3.
ii) as T, a non-dimensional stratification parameter. Mathematically,
this is defined as

T =

T =

dpj
- r
o

dz

This was implemented in terms of temperature as follows (valid for both
gases and liquids):
The equation of state is,
P • Pref D - ^(' - 'ref)]

<5.9)

Differentiating both sides with respect to z yields,

df"-^PrefZi

<5.10)
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Also, from Eq. (5.9),

C - "ref
^ = - P(c - 'ret)
Pref

or, for

- p^.

(I

- "o)

? (t. - C,)

which yields
(5.11)

(p. - Po) = P Po('o - '-o)
Substituting Eqs. (5.10) and (5.11) into Eq. (5.9) yields

T = (^° " *^°°)
dt

(5.12)

o dz
dt
where

= |\|, the degree of stratification.

5.5.

The Difference Formulation

The difference forms of the continuity and energy equations are
the same as Eqs. (3.22) and (3.25). The momentum equation can be
written in difference form as follows:

(AS_j_ + As_) ("i+l,j " "i-l,j)

(AY_^ +

AY_) ^

("i,j+l'"i,j-l)

(^1+1 + T^)(Hi,1 + ^i.1+])..^i.1+r °'^IPi+l.l-^^l-l.j)
YJ(AY^ + AY)

AY,
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4

AY_

)/K%)

+

- •'"i

(S 13)

The Initial and boundary conditions transform as explained in Chapter 3.

5.6. Transport Models and Results
5.6.1.

Uniform ambient

In the initial region, the simple mixing length formulation (Model
Â) that was seen to be successful as the starting model in the nonbuoyant jet analysis, was used here also, with the constant in the
mixing length left unchanged.

Thus,

(5.14)
where JL = 0.07626 as before.
Starting length predictions using this model were very consistent
when compared with the analytical results of Abraham [12] and Hirst [83].
See Fig. 5.2.
In the main region of flow, the modified mixing length model (Model
B) of the previous chapter, was found not to be readily applicable to the
buoyant jet case. This was because occasional slight distortions in the
velocity profile rendered it impossible to predict the location of the
Inflexion point accurately.

These distortions are very slight and do

not constitute an instability, but they are enough to render the cri
terion for locating the inflection point Ineffective, especially since

HIRST'S THEORY
ABRAHAM CORRELATION
PRESENT METHOD

o

Fr

Fig. 5.2. Predictions in initial region - starting length variation with
Froude number.
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large variations in

can cause large variations in the predicted

mixing.
Models C and D of the previous chapter (Schetz and Modified Schetz
Models, respectively) were incorporated with the constant modified for
the quiescent ambient according to Eq. (4.13) and the results were not
satisfactory. A comparison using Model D with the numerical solution
of Trent and Welty (21) and their similarity solution, for Fr^ = 106
is shown in Fig. 5.5. Agreement is not very good. It was expected
that Model E, based on the same mass defect concept, wouldn't fare much
better. (The ambient turbulence effect given by Eq. (4.13) automatically
drops out of consideration since R = 0 for an ambient at rest.)
Attention was therefore directed to Prandtl's constant viscosity
model (Model F) of the form [this is the same as Eq. (4.15)]:

\Aiere

Kg = 0.0246

Predictions using this model show much better agreement with other methods
(see Figs. 5.3, 5.4, 5.5). For all figures in this chapter, "present
method" will imply the use of this model in the main region.
Perhaps the most meaningful test of the model would be provided by
comparing the resulting predictions with experimental data. Accordingly,
comparisons will be made with the experimental measurements of
Pryputnlewicz [28], [73], and Ryskiewich and Hafetz [72] on buoyant
vertical plumes.
Figure 5.6 shows the general pattern of growth and decay of the
predicted centerllne values for Froude numbers from 1 to 1000.

This
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Fig. 5.3. Decay of centerline values for Fr^=35; buoyant vertical jet in
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represents approximately the whole gamut of flows ranging from high
buoyancy (Fr^

0) on one end to high initial momentum (Fr^ -+ <=) on

the other. Since the jet is accelerated due to buoyancy the centerline
velocity initially increases over its discharge value.

For Fr^ = 1,

the high-buoyancy case, this increase is seen to be almost 250%.

The

seemingly strange behavior of starting length seen in Abraham [69],
i.e. concentration starting length decreasing with decreasing Fr^,
while velocity starting length (if based on centerline velocity beginning
to decay below its discharge value) increasing, can be explained from
Fig. 5.6. Buoyancy causes jet velocity to increase steadily beyond its
discharge value, and so when mixing has reached the centerline and
centerline concentration beings to decay, the centerline velocity is
still above its starting value. And, with decreasing Froude number,
this buoyancy force is greater relative to the jet inertia, causing
greater acceleration of the jet, hence a greater velocity Increase,
requiring a larger distance for the velocity to return to the discharge
value. However, if velocity starting length is based on the distance to
where velocity starts decaying from its maximum value, it is not much
different from the concentration value. Ihls also clarifies Abraham's
statement [69] that "experiments show the difference between s^
(velocity) and s^ (concentration) to be of the order l-2d^."
Figures 5.7 to 5.10 compare the predictions of the present method
with experiment.

In Fig. 5.7, predicted centerline decay values of

velocity and concentration for Fr^ * 1 are compared with the experimen
tally confirmed slopes of Rouse et al. [71] for Fr^ -»0. Agreement is
excellent. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show centerline temperature comparisons
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5.7. Comparison of predicted slope of centerllne decay with
experimentally confirmed slope [Rouse et al.] ; vertical
buoyant plume, Fr "1, uniform ambient.
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using the present method with the experimental data of [28] and [72]
for Fr^ = 16 and 64, respectively. Agreement is very good. The predic
tions of Fan and Brooks in [l6] are also included for added comparison.
Figures 5.10a to 5.10e indicate more comparisons for Fr^ = 1,4,256,625,
and 2500.

There is a slight tendency to underpredict the Fr^

and overpredict the Fr^

0 case

<*> case, suggesting that buoyancy may serve to

increase the effective viscosity slightly.

Also, the data of

Fryputniewicz [28] seem to indicate shorter starting lengths, especially
at higher Froude numbers. Overall, however, agreement is excellent, and
the model used is seen to be quite good despite its simplicity. Refer
ence to Launder and Spalding [35] and other works indicated that even
the more complicated models of turbulence needed additional terms to
account for buoyancy effects. Hence, some attempts were made in the
present work to incorporate such an effect in the transport model in
terms of an inverted Froude number [3]. The small effects for this
configuration, however, were not seen to be significant enough to
justify complicating the model and thereby increasing the computation
time involved. A more exhaustive investigation into this might in
clude a consideration of the effects of the Richardson number (Ri).
However, comparisons should be made with additional experimental data
before the slight discrepancy between predictions and experiment is
attributed solely to the effects of buoyancy (Ri) on the turbulent
viscosity for this configuration.
Before the experimental data of [28] and [72] became available, the
most detailed results were those of Frankel and Cunmlng [70]. Abraham
[13] and later Fryputniewicz [28] seem to discount the validity of these
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Fig. 5,10a. Predicted and experimental decay of centerline temperature for
Fr =1.0; buoyant vertical jet in uniform ambient.
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Fig. 5.10e. Predicted and experimental decay of centerline temperature for
Fr^ = 2500; buoyant vertical jet in uniform ambient.
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data since they were not obtained under steady state conditions.
According to Brlggs [84], for two buoyant plumes to be similar, their
Froude numbers must be the same. Re^ Is assumed high enough not to affect
the similarity, and the flow is considered turbulent from the start
(see Chapter 2). Froude's similarity law is also mentioned in Hart [77]
who, in fact, designed his model experiments to represent the prototype,
according to this law. Pryputnlewlcz [28] experimented with different
parameters, keeping Fr^ the same, and found the law to be valid. Figure
5.11 shows the result when the present formulation was applied to confirm
this law.

The results are seen to be excellent.

In Figs. 5.12 and 5.13, centerline plume temperature is compared
to the theoretical predictions of Pryputnlewlcz [28] and Trent [75].
The former has used a degenerate form of Hirst's integral equations in
the main region and Robldue's results [85] in the initial region as the
starting point, while the latter has employed a finite-difference method.
Experimental data is included as a basis for comparison.

Overall, the

results of the present method are seen to agree most favorably with
experiments over the range of Froude numbers presented, and the results
of Pryputnlewlcz based on Hirst's method seem to be better than those
of Trent.
It is interesting to note that the experimental results in Figs.
5.12 and 5.13 were for discharge depths of H/d^ = 40 and 80, respectively.
The predictions are good for both cases. This brings the question as to
how far the present analysis would be valid In case of relatively shallow
discharge where surface effects come into play.

The effect of water

surface is essentially to retard reduction of the plume temperature in
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the vicinity of the surface [72]. Robldue In his report [85] Introduced
the concept of an "effective depth." The effective depth was defined
as that height above the jet discharge beyond which the plume ex
periences no further entralnment and continues to the surface with Its
temperature unaffected. Thus, the jet behaves as a free jet within this
depth. Fryputnlewlcz [28], and Rysklewlch and Hafetz [72] experimentally
examine the effect of discharge depth on centerllne temperature decay.
Hie conclusion from the former Is that the rate of centerllne decay is
relatively Independent of the discharge depth for Fr^ below 256. Accord
ing to the latter, the same conclusion holds for Fr^ as high as 900. In
their experiments, which were carried out for flows with discharge depths
ranging from H/d^ = 10 to 80, and for a wide range of Fr^, the effective
depth was found to be 92-93.5% of total depth for Fr^ as high as 900,
i.e. the results are relatively Independent of discharge depth up to
that value of discharge Froude number. This provides an idea of the
range of Fr^ values over which the present method can be used to predict
shallow water discharges.
In a typical ocean outfall configuration for a 1000 MM unit (nuclear
or fossil), the discharge Froude number would range between 50 and 100,
well within the range of applicability of the present analysis.

These

values are based on the numbers given in [2].
In general, the present analysis can also be used to give an
estimate of excess temperature at the surface by calculating as usual
up to effective depth, and allowing the plume excess temperature to
remain constant above that height.

By excess temperature here is meant
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the difference between maximum (or centerline) plume temperature and the
local surrounding temperature.
5.6.2. Stratified ambient
The same turbulence modeling was employed for the stratified ambient
analysis as well. The zero buoyancy height was predicted for several
cases. These are shwn compared to predictions based on the theory of
Fox [82] in Fig. 5.14. It is worthy of note that the Fox theory agrees
well with the experiments of Sneck and Brown [82] in air for modest
z^/r^, but for liquids, Fox's experiments and those of Abraham provide
evidence of its applicability for high z^/r^ only. In addition, the
parameters in Fig. 5.14 were derived by Sneck and Brown based on the
fommilation for Froude number as
u ^

Fr =

where
® o

At
A = —2o,a

At
Ap
For air, since —
^ -— , this is equivalent to the conventional
o,a
o u 2
At
Ap
definition, i.e. Fr
. • . However, for water, „ ° / —7

and this difference reduces in significance at high discharge Froude
Ap^
numbers where -— is very small, i.e. when z^/r^ is high.
With this background, it is easy to see why when a case with water
r G
,
/u
was tried corresponding to
= 0.4 X 10
and Glgg^ 1 = 0.1, the pre
dicted Zg/r^ was almost twice that obtained from Fig. 5.14.
Table 5.1 presents the predicted results for maximum height of rise
compared to the experimental data of several investigators cited in [9].
Agreement is seen to be favorable. The discrepancy between the Fox
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Maximum height of rise for vertical plumes into stratified
amblents.
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Maximum height of rise for vertical plumes into stratified
ambients.

Discharge
Froude Number
Fr^

Stratification
z /r^ Predicted
Parameter,
°
T
Fox Theory
Present Method

1

17.199

33.3

33.3

36.6

2

0.344

33.3

18.0

18.0
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theory and experiment for modest z^^r^ (the results of Abraham and
Eysink) is difficult to explain but could be attributed to the reasons
cited earlier. Time and resources have not to date permitted extension
of these calculations for higher values of Fr^. However, it is felt
that the calculations described in this chapter cover the Fr^ range of
most practical Interest.

It is to be noted that the predictions of Fox

are seen to agree closely with his own experiments for high Froude number
jet flows [80]. Also, there is good agreement between the experiments in
[82] in air for modest z^/r^, and the Fox theory.

This is also

corroborated in Table 5.2, where results of the present analysis for air
at modest z„/r compare well with the predictions of Fox.
M O
Further comparisons of maximum height of rise are indicated in Fig.
5.15, where the predictions of the present method and those of Hirst [9]
are plotted against experiment. Hirst has made a more extensive
comparison with experiment than indicated in Fig. 5.15, and only the
region of overlap with the range of z^^r^ contained in Table 5.1 has been
included In Fig. 5.15.
Figure 5.16 shows results of a sensitivity analysis to see if assum
ing an edge velocity » 5% of jet velocity for quiescent amblents causes
deviation in the results. To this end, the analysis was carried out
individually for Ug^gg " 7%, 5%, 3%, and 1%. The effect is seen to be
minimal, and extrapolating to give the values of z^/r^ and Zg/r^
corresponding to

= 0, showed a deviation of less than 2%, which

is very small.
It is understandable that boundary layer assumptions and assumptions
of similarity (conmon to Integral methods) would be of questionable
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5,15. Maximum height of rise for vertical plumes discharged
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1.3

AIR

17.199
-.06*F/A
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EDGE VELOCITY (AS % OF JET VELOCITY)
7% •
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0.9

o

0.7

0.5
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0.1

Fig. 5.16. Predicted centerline velocity decay, zero buoyancy height, and
zero momentum height for several values of prescribed edge
velocity; buoyant vertical jet into stratified ambient.
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validity in the region of negative buoyancy for the stratified ambient
problem. In the differential approach, it is expected that a transverse
momentum equation would be needed to get more accurate predictions of
the flow field here. Interestingly, however, the present analysis was
carried to zero momentum height using boundary layer assumptions, with
good results. The computer printout also showed the transverse velocity
to be In the outward direction, lAlch corresponds to the negative entralnment hypothesis. One reason for the success of the present analy
sis in this region of flow might be that the bulk of the spreading
occurs after the fluid has reached the ceiling height,

and then flows

down around the upflow in a cascade, to settle and spread at a lower
level of neutral buoyancy [80,82].

5.7. Some Numerical Aspects
The formulation was basically the same as for the non-buoyant jet
(see Chapter 4), but the following differences deserve specific
mention:
i.

The momentum equation now had a buoyancy term and was therefore

coupled to the energy equation.

The velocity profile was therefore not

independent of the temperature solution.
ii.

In the case of stratification, the ambient temperature varied,

providing a variable boundary condition.
ill.

Most of the cases in Chapter 4 involved both Jet and ambient

moving in the same direction. Here, all calculations were for ambient

Ill

at rest, hence the solution could easily become unstable, unless a
stability criterion was .carefully derived and some novel techniques
applied to keep the calculation scheme economical to use.

Thus,

attention was focused on refining both the method and stability criterion
to allow the solution to proceed without oscillations and with optimum
step-size.
At first, application of the

D-F

method to this problem produced

oscillations in both temperature and velocity profiles shortly after
starting length.

These oscillations started at the edge, began

spreading inward, and went rapidly out of control. When the calculation
was allowed to continue, this was followed by a separate oscillation
phenomenon originating close to the plume centerline and spreading
outward.
The mild stability restriction observed when the

D-F

scheme is

applied to laminar boundary layer flow [44,86] i.e.

AY Ui.j

^1

(5.16)

was found to be quite ineffective for the problem being investigated. The
check was made more severe as follows:

AY Ui.j

^ 0.5

Oscillations were reduced somewhat, but still remained troublesome.
The "high-lateral-flux" modification of Chapter 4 was first removed
from the UVEL subroutine, and then put back again, together with a
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similar modification in the TEMP subroutine.
observable.

The effect, if any, was not

The cause seemed to be elsewhere.

When these operations were supplemented by a restriction on Ntrpsizr
growth, oscillations sometimes appeared to diminish, and at other times
remained unaffected.

The investment in reduced stepsize by the addition

of this operation did not appear very rewarding.
Other adjustments, including the stability analysis of Karplus [68]
which requires all coefficients in the difference equation when written
Ù

in a certain way, to be positive, were incorporated in turn, but the
oscillations remained.
A more thorough look at the Von Neumann stability analysis seemed
Indicated. This was done, and a new stability restriction incorporating
the lateral difference in effective viscosity was derived:

^ j=2,NY

E

(5.17)

1.1-1'"l.H-l)
2AY

A startling change became evident, as oscillations became negligible in
some cases, and tended to diffuse and damp out in others. It was felt
that, with subsequent refinement, this promised to be the cure to the
instability problem.
The refinement consisted of including the lateral difference of
effective conductivity also, so that

(5.18)

where NYJ • max (NY, NYT) and
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More details on the stability analysis are given in Appendix E.
Further, the turbulent viscosity and conductivity profiles were
allowed to extend up to (NYJ + 2) i.e. 2 grid points beyond the jet
boundary. This reduced the value of FUNC at the edge and allowed greater
economy of computer time.

A final touch of refinement to the method was

given when a consistency check, limiting the difference between two
successive streamwise step sizes, was provided.
The method is fast, and allowable step sizes (except for Fr^ -* 0
cases), are as high as 6-7% of the mixing layer width 6. In comparison,
the implicit method of Patankar and Spalding allows 2% of Ô [87]. A
comment worth making is that, in general, the stability restrictions
using the explicit method for the jet flow are far more severe than for
the wall boundary layer, especially as R -+ 0. This can be seen upon
examining Eq. (5.18). (A similar form could be derived for wallboundary layers). Close to the wall, even though U. . =0, so is V.
(except for flows with transpiration). In contrast, at the edge of the
jet flow, even though Uj, j = 0 for quiescent ambient, a finite
entralnment velocity V. . exists.
J

This could be one reason why stability

problems were not encountered when the D-F scheme was applied to wall
boundary layer flows [36] and confined flows [38]. An edge velocity - 5%
of jet velocity was found to be adequate to speed up the computation.
(The sensitivity analysis presented previously showed no significant
error In results due to this operation.)
The method, refined as described above, was now free from problems
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of Instability, and was successfully used, without further modification,
to solve past the zero buoyancy height and into the region of negative
buoyancy for the problem of the vertical plume discharging into a
stratified ambient.
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6. THE HORIZONTAL OR INCLINED BUOYANT JET IN A QUIESCENT AMBIENT
Attention Is now directed to the configuration in which the jet or
plume follows a curved path. The aim and main challenge of a curved jet
calculation is to predict the jet trajectory along with estimates of the
flow properties. These results are then compared to available experi
mental data, and the results of other prediction methods wherever pos
sible. Cases investigated were the buoyant jet discharging horizontally
and at 45° to the horizontal into a uniform, quiescent ambient.

6.1. Introduction

The most obvious practical application of this configuration is in
the submerged, offshore outfalls from power plants. In more recent out
fall construction it has been the practice to orient the ports so that
the effluent is Issued horizontally into the receiving water [1]. Com
pared with a buoyant vertical jet, a horizontal one undergoes greater
dilution and thus greater cooling on its way to the surface [42,1]. A
clear illustration of this can be obtained by looking at the experimen
tal data of [72]. However, for most rapid mixing and dispersion of the
effluent, an Inclined discharge at 45° to the horizontal might be pre
ferred [10]. Choice of the discharge configuration would also depend on
the exact requlrenents of the water quality standards at the proposed
site of the power plant.
The characteristic of jets that issue horizontally or inclined to
the horizontal into denser ambient fluid is that they follow a curved
trajectory as they rise upwards due to buoyancy forces. They have been
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experimentally studied by Cederwall [27], Bosanquet et al. [88], Frankel
and Gumming [70], Anwar [89], Fan [16], and most recently, by Ryskiewich
and Hafetz [72]. Bosanquet and Fan measured centerline trajectories;
Frankel and Gumming measured the centerline concentration, but Anwar, and
Ryskiewich and Hafetz measured both centerline trajectories and concen
tration (or temperature in case of Ryskiewich) for horizontal and in
clined jets at different discharge Froude numbers. The study of Ryskie
wich and Hafetz is probably the most complete of these, where they have
also considered the vertical configuration and free surface effects.
These measurements show that the jet rises more sharply for a smaller
discharge Froude number.
The vertical jet experiments of Frankel and Gumming showed devia
tion from published experimental and theoretical data on vertical jets
[28,69]. Abraham [13] observes that since similar deviation is exhibited
between the horizontal jet experiments of Frankel and Gumming, and the
experiments of Cederwall [27], he tends to agree with the results of the
latter.
Theoretical analyses for the prediction of buoyant jets discharged
to a quiescent medium can be found in Abraham [13], Bosanquet et al.
[88], Fan [16], Anwar [89], and Hirst [9]. The approaches are all inte
gral in ^nature. More recently, Chan and Kennedy [41] obtained closed
form solutions restricted to the momentum-dominated regions of horizon
tally discharged submerged jets in infinite, uniform ambients, using
one more assumption in addition to those common to integral methods.
Differential methods for this problem have not been noted to date,
and the work to be described in this chapter is an attempt to fill that
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gap. The same explicit finite-difference scheme that was applied success
fully for the non-buoyant jet analysis (see Chapter 4), and for analysis
of the vertical buoyant jet in uniform and stratified amblents (see
Chapter 5), is employed for this configuration as well. An additional
equation, the conservation of transverse momentum, has to be solved.

6.2. Flow Configuration

Figure 6.1 shows the flow configuration for a buoyant jet discharg
ing at angle 6Q to the horizontal. The jet is deflected upwards due to
positive buoyancy forces. In general, this deflection is present even
in the initial region, and is especially noticeable for smaller discharge
Froude numbers. Fan, Hirst, etc. neglect this effect in their analyses.
This assumption may be satisfactory for high Fr^ flows, but for low Fr^
flows, this assumption is incorrect, and may cause significant deviation
in the predicted trajectory and centerllne values. The natural (curvi
linear) coordinate system is shown superimposed on the flow configura
tion. The jet grows as It rises and entrains ambient fluid.
One of the assumptions listed in Chapter 2 that underlies the pres
ent analysis, is that the jet cross section remains axisymmetric. For
horizontal non-buoyant jets and vertical buoyant plumes this assumption
is perfectly justified by experimental observation. For a buoyant,
curved jet, however, the cross-section is probably never really axisym
metric, and it is assumed as such only to simplify the analysis. This
has been a common practice with integral methods, and it is felt that,
as long as the flow is not far from axisymmetric, this assumption could
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OUTFALL PIPE

1, Flow configuration for a submerged.Inclined buoyant Jet.
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be a powerful way of reducing the complexity of the problem and lending
it easily to analysis. The results of this chapter will show that the
assumption is very satisfactory for the cases considered and might even
be a good starting point in the analysis of jets subjected to ambient
cross-flows, where the cross-section really appears quite distorted, more
in the shape of a horseshoe [56,90] due to the presence of two counterrotating vortices in the cross-section. Surely the approximation must
have limits but within these limits the calculation procedure should
prove useful for predictions in engineering design.
Buoyancy has negligible effect on the streamwise velocity in the
initial region, contrary to what is observed for the vertical jet where
an increase of 250% or more over discharge velocity is possible (see
Chapter 5). However, as the jet turns, the component of buoyancy in the
direction of flow begins to accelerate the flow, thereby slowing down
the velocity decay process. Here also, as in the vertical jet analysis,
the starting length is based, for convenience, on the plume centerline
temperature.
Eventually, on rising, the jet will reach the surface, unless am
bient stratification prevents it from doing so. In this study, emphasis
was not placed on the spreading region close to the surface. One of the
conclusions from the studies on potential environmental effects of off
shore submerged nuclear power plants in [91] was as follows:

"In every

case, the thermal 'Vnixing zone," as defined by the most stringent stan
dards presently applied to coastal installations, ends before either a
surface or subsurface field is established. This is an important
finding, because any surface field that might result will be at a
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temperature that is acceptable under these standards." Thus, the infi
nite ambient analysis is valid for most practical flows in the region
of interest. This will be explained more completely later.

6.3. The Governing Equations
The differential equations governing the motion and dilution of the
buoyant jet were presented as Eqs. (3.1) to (3.4) in the general formu
lation of Chapter 3. They are repeated here for convenience.
Continuity:

l^(uy) + ^(vy) = 0

(6.1)

s-momentum:

(6.2)

y-momentum:

(6.3)

Energy:

(6.4)
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As before

n=V +

9= - P

^' "a = * + *T

and

(6.5)

Comparing this formulation with that of the vertical plume, one
additional unknown, 0, is observed to be present, along with one addi
tional equation, the conservation of transverse momentum. The y momentum equation written in the form shown as Eq, (6.3) is simply a
balance between the centrifugal force due to the jet turning, acting
in the direction of the radius of curvature, and the component of
buoyancy in the direction opposite to that of the centrifugal force.

Centrifugal force = —— = u^ ^

where
R is the radius of curvature of the trajectory.

The initial and boundary conditions, being the same as Eqs. (3.12)
and (3.13), are listed here for the reader's convenience.
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Initial conditions:

u(Sjj,y) = f(y), t(s^,y) = g(y), 0(s^) = 0^

(6.6)

0^ for the cases investigated in this chapter is 0°(0 radians)
and 45° (0.785715 radians).

Boundary conditions:

^(8,0) = ~(8,0) = 0, v(s,0) = 0

lim u(s,y) = u , llm t(s,y) = t
y-fco

"

y4»

(6.7)

"

The non-dimensional forms and finite-difference equations have been
presented in Chapter 3, and will not be repeated here.

6.4. Solution Method - Some Aspects

The techniques involved in the solution of the transverse momentum
equation to generate the jet trajectory deserve further explanation.
The normalized form of Eq. (6.3) appears in DuFort-Frankel formulation
as follows:

- ».
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One of the assumptions used in deriving the governing equations (see
Appendix B) is that curvature changes over the cross-section are small
enough to be neglected. This implies a constant 0 over the cross-section.
Also, sample calculations allowing 0 to be variable over the cross-section
showed no significant changes in the predicted results compared to solving
Eq. (6.8) at just the centerline.
However, applying Eq. (6.8) only at the centerline to determine
would mean using

^ and

l ~^oo.)»

the solution thus obtained

would give an estimate of 0 at station (i +1) based only on the behavior
of the jet at the centerline, without considering the influence of the rest
of the flow cross-section. It was felt that a better and more realistic
estimate of 0 at station i + 1 could be obtained if Eq. (6.8) were repre
sentative of the entire flow cross-section at i. Hence, the equation was
integrated (assuming constant 0 over the cross-section) as follows:
(j=NYJ)

ch
(^i+1 " ®i-A

I

U.}Y. dY
J

0
(j=l)

(j=NYJ)
6..
cos 0^
Re
o

r
J

Fr
o

<*'9)

0
(j=l)

The U.
and T. . values used in the integration are obtained from the
^•»j
J
s-momentum and energy equations, respectively, at station i. Hence
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this is a numerical integration, and no profile assumptions are made as
is the case with integral methods.
The numerical integration was performed using Simpson's ttile, which
for the present formulation can be written as;

Y.+2AY

i:
AY
3

^j

^

Vl

"i,j+2 ^j+2

and

Yj+2AY

I

T. . - T
YjdY = ^

Fr

Fr
(6.10)

Fr

I Vl

I

Fr

/ ^j+2

The solution procedure was briefly explained in Chapter 3 with the
help of Fig. 3.2.
With reference to that figure,

is determined from the transverse

momentum equation, as explained above, and then the coordinates of the
trajectory are generated according to Eq. <3.31). This procedure is
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illustrated in Fig. 6.2. The typical forward streatawise step shown is
greatly exaggerated for clarity.

AZ

AX

Fig. 6.2. Generation of jet trajectory
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6.5. Transport Model and Results
Once again, in the initial region, the simple mixing length model.
Model A, was used to represent the turbulent viscosity, with mixing
length £ = 0.07626 as before. Predictions of starting length and
deflection using this formulation are consistent with results using
Abraham's equations [42] (see Fig. 6.3).
In the main region of flow, first, calculations were made assuming
that buoyancy had no effect on the effective viscosity and conductivity.
Prandtl's constant viscosity model. Model F, that was used successfully
in the vertical jet analysis, was employed here as well, with constant
kept the same, i.e.

"l • Vl/2("max - Vn)

where
K3 = 0.0246

(6.11)

Figure 6.4 shows the results using this model (represented as

=0

in the figure) with the present method to predict the trajectory and
centerline temperature values for a jet discharged horizontally at
Fr^ = 64. The predicted trajectory compares very well with the measure
ments of Ryskiewich and Hafetz [72], but the centerline temperature decay
is somewhat underpredicted.
Several references [35,92,93] and others mention the influence of
buoyancy on mixing, and recommend modifying the mixing length to account

PREDICTIONS FROM ROBIDUE & MARBLE
PREDICTIONS, PRESENT METHOD
ENVELOPE OF ZFE,
ROBIDUE & MARBLE

/

/
/
\
/ ENVELOPE
ENVELOPE OF ZFE,
ZFE
\
^ky
PPFCPMT
MFTHnn
\
PRESENT METHOD

=--—

ji
12

6.3. Jet ceaterllne path in zone of flow establishment (ZFE) for various
values of Fr .
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for this effect.
Bradshaw [92] gives a good discussion of buoyancy effects on tur
bulence intensity and presents some well-known empirical formulae vrtiich
predict buoyancy effects as a function of a meteorological parameter,
the Richardson number. The Monin-Oboukhov formula for the modification
of the apparent mixing length by small buoyancy effects, one of the
earliest of such formulae, is given in [92] as

(6.12)

1.JSL = 1/(1 - jS'Ri)

where

is the mixing length without buoyancy and I is the modified

mixing length. In unstable conditions (Ri < 0), jS* is about 4.5 and
in stable conditions (Ri > 0) it lies between 7 and 10.
Ri denotes the gradient Richardson number, which is the ratio of
buoyancy to inertia forces, and is defined as;

Tg is the ambient temperature at discharge in degrees absolute,

r,

the

adiabatic lapse rate of the atmosphere, is negligible for most applica
tions. Tennekes and Lumley [34] define Ri without this term. Thus.

(6.13)

For the present analysis, it was found more convenient to use a
global representation of Ri as follows:
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2

= ^ Ce - V "

='t

i.e.,

-h

V8

-

2

(6.14)

The Monin-Oboukhov formula is only valid for small buoyancy effects
(or small Ri), and for larger negative Richardson numbers, typically in
the range -0.5 < Ri < 0, the formula of Keyps [92] is mentioned as being
commonly used instead. This is

0.25
= (1 -18 Ri)

(6.15)

In the present calculations, negative Ri values as large as -1.5
and even larger, were encountered, and so the "Keyps" formula was
modified as follows:

0.25
4/4o = (1 - K4 Ri)

\diere

(6.16)

= 1.0 was used for all calculations reported here.

It is worth noting that the Richardson number is effective in
altering the turbulent mixing only as long as the gradients involved in
Eq. (6.13) are in the direction of the earth's gravity. Anwar [89]
notes that the phenomenon of the vertical plume does not depend on Ri
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since no work is required to be done against gravity in entraining sur
rounding fluid. Indeed, this was seen to be approximately true from the
vertical plume analysis of Chapter 5, where the deviation of predicted
centerline decay values from experiment was not significant enough to
suggest modifying the mixing length to include a Richardson number effect.
(Naturally, there may be some secondary coupling effects in the turbulent
motion which could be accounted for by more complex models.) However,
this relative independence of Ri cannot be true for an inclined jet.
Hence, to give Eq. (6.16) more generality, a cos 6 term was introduced,
as follows:

SL = i (1 - K, Ricos 8)°'25
o

(6.17)

4

Here, 6 is the local angle, so that as the jet turns upward, 6 will in
crease, effectively reducing the effect of Ri on the mixing length.
Equation (6.17) was implemented in the model of Eq. (6.11) as follows:
(based on
I
«K3 x

~ ^3 ^1/2("max

X^

"min)

So that
(based on I) =

i.e.,

1^1 = ^^1/2("max
max
where

= 0.0246

2
= "? X

^

(6.18)
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The results using Eq. (6.18) and Eq. (6.11) (or Eq. (6.18) vlth

= 0.0)

to predict the trajectory and centerline temperature decay for the jet
discharged horizontally at Fr^ = 64 are compared in Fig. 6.4. The pre
dicted trajectory remains close to measurements in both cases, but using
Eq. (6.18) with

= 1.0 considerably improves predictions of centerline

temperature. From this comparison Ri is seen to have a strong effect on
centerline decay, but only marginal effect on the jet trajectory. This
is an important finding because no references have been seen that give an
observation or explanation of this effect for the buoyant curved jet. In
Figs. 6.5 to 6.10, the predicted trajectories and centerline temperature
values for buoyant jets discharged horizontally to a uniform ambient at
Fr^ = 16 and 256, in addition to Fr^ = 64, are compared to the measure
ments of Ryskiewich and Hafetz [72], and the predictions of Hirst [10],
Fan and Brooks (cited in [72]), and Abraham [13] where these have been
available. The results from the present analysis show the best agreement
with experiment.
The experiments of Anwar [89] agree closely with those of Ryskiewich
and Hafetz for the buoyant jet discharging horizontally at Fr^ = 16, but
for Fr^ = 64, there is significant deviation. The reasons for this dis
crepancy are not clear. If free surface effects were a factor, they
would cause greater deviation in the data of Anwar, since in his experi
mental set-up, H/d^ varied from 27 to 70, whereas the results of Ryskie
wich and Hafetz that have been used for comparison were obtained at
H/d^ « 80.
Results for the inclined buoyant jet discharged at 45° to a uniform
quiescent ambient are presented in Figs. 6.11 to 6,14 for Fr^ = 16, 64,

o DATA OF RYSKIEWICH
AND HAFETZ
PREDICTIONS, PRESENT
METHOD

4

K4 = 1.0

t

# Ka — 0.0

O DATA OF RYSKIEWICH AND HAFETZ
PREDICTIONS, PRESENT METHOD
40 Kx = 0.0

^8 0.3

N

Vr

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.4. Comparisons to show the influence of Ri on predictions for Fr =64;
buoyant jet discharged horizontally to a uniform ambient (a) decay of
centerline temperature, (b) jet trajectory.
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Fig, 6,5, Predicted and experimental trajectory for Fr^,» 16; buoyant jet
discharged horizontally to a uniform ambient.
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Predicted and experimental trajectory for Fr = 256; buoyant jet
discharged horizontally to a uniform ambient?
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Predicted and experimental decay of centerline temperature for
Fr^ = 16; buoyant jet discharged horizontally to a uniform
ambient.
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Predicted and experimental decay of centerline temperature for
Fr^ = 256; buoyant jet discharged horizontally to a uniform
ambient.
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Predicted and experimental decay of centerline temperature
for Fr^ = 16; buoyant jet discharged at 45° to a uniform
ambient.
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and 256.

In Fig. 6.11 the predicted plume trajectories are seen to com

pare very well with the measurements of Ryskiewich and Hafetz [ 72].
Figures 6.12 to 6.14 compare the centerline temperature values obtained
by the present analysis with experimental data [72] and the predictions
of Fan and Brooks as presented in [72J. Again, it can be seen that the
present predictions show the best agreement with measurements.

6.6.

Some Numerical Aspects

The stability criterion presented in Chapter 5 (Eq. (3.30)) was re
tained in the code and the solutions obtained were free of stability
problems.

Step sizes of the order of 6% of jet half-width, 6, were

employed for most calculations of this configuration.
For one of the cases reported, namely, the horizontally discharged
jet at Fr^ = 256, the jet had grown so as to use all the array areas
allocated for the variables in the program, while the solution had not
yet traversed a sufficient distance downstream for truly meaningful re
sults to be obtained.

The program could be made more efficient in general

by incorporating the capability of doubling the transverse mesh size at
some convenient point downstream, thereby increasing the allowable flow
region and also reducing the required number of calculations at each
station.

However, lack of time prevented improvement of the code in this

direction, and so recourse was taken to increasing the available array
area for the program.

Despite this, the calculation procedure was seen

to be fast, and most calculations reported here have required little over
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a minute of computer time on the IBM 360/65, with the one case described
above requiring a little over two minutes.

6.7.

1.

Concluding Remarks

A simple turbulence model that includes important effects such

as buoyancy, is shown to work well for analysis of the curved jet config
uration.

There is no evidence that a more complex model would do better

for this configuration, but that could be one of the avenues to explore.
For practical applications of interest to this investigation, such as the
design of thermal discharge systems for power plants, however, a simple
but well-tested model would be favored since much information such as
initial shear stress profiles that would be required for a complex model
(\^ich is very sensitive to these values), is not available.
2.

The infinite ambient analysis has been investigated for applica

bility to shallow water discharge.

According to Marble and Robideau [42],

this assumption is fine for the region of interest in outfall design,
since surface effects are negligible there.

However, the inclusion of

surface effects in the prediction method could be a possible extension of
this work.
3.

The results of the previous section have justified the use of

the axisymmetric assumption as a convenient and effective tool for simpli
fying the analysis without significant loss of accuracy for the cases
considered.

However, for jets in ambient cross-flows, this assumption

may lead to inaccuracies in prediction, and an avenue of further research
could be to relax this assumption.
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4. Having been tested for the vertical, horizontal, and inclined
configurations of the buoyant jet, this program can be used with confi
dence to predict the trajectory and flow properties of jets discharged
at arbitrary angles to the horizontal.

The thermal "mixing zone" can be

determined by drawing isotherms until a temperature excess of either 5 °F
(or whatever is the upper limit allowed by the local temperature standard)
is reached.

The same method can be used, without modification, to calcu

late arbitrary angles of discharge in the presence of ambient stratifica
tion.

Sufficient time has not been available to carry out these calcula

tions.
5.

Interestingly, the present analysis is also applicable to ocean

sewage outfalls, without requiring the additional solution of a species
concentration equation. The reason for this generality is that the par
tial differential equation governing the concentration of effluent, in
non-dimensional form, is the same as the non-dimensional energy equation.
Also, the density difference could be due to salinity or temperature
difference, and since the results are presented in non-dimensional form,
the only step required is to use such initial temperatures that give the
same initial density difference as is due to the salinity difference
specified, and then, convert the non-dimensional temperature results to
dimensional concentration rather than temperature.
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7.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1.

Concluding Remarks

Several specific conclusions were given in sections 4.6, 5.6, and
6.7; more general remarks and summarizing observations will be made here.
Â differential approach has been presented for analysis of the be
havior of turbulent, axisymmetric buoyant jets and plumes issuing into
quiescent or flowing ambients.

Special emphasis has been placed on con

figurations occurring in the thermal discharge from power plants and
other sources into adjacent water bodies or the atmosphere with the hope
that some of the prediction procedures developed would be useful in the
discharge design process.
The governing differential equations of the flow in boundary layer
form, derived in a curvilinear orthogonal coordinate system (see Appen
dix B) were solved numerically in the physical plane using an explicit
finite-difference scheme of the DuFort-Frankel type.
The following flo«r categories were considered: (1) the non-buoyant
jet discharging into a co-flowing or quiescent ambient; (2) the verti
cally discharging buoyant jet or plume in a uniform or stratified am
bient; and (3) the buoyant jet discharging horizontally or inclined to
the horizontal into a uniform quiescent ambient.
The Reynolds stress and turbulent heat flux terms in the governing
equations were modeled using the "Boussinesq" concept of eddy viscosity.
Reynolds

analogy in the form of a turbulent Prandtl number (see Eq.

(3.8)) was used to relate the turbulent exchange of heat and momentum.
The value of Fr^ was kept constant * 0.7 for all calculations reported.
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The calculation method utilized a turbulence model to evaluate the tur
bulent (eddy) diffusivities for heat and momentum.
The solution of the governing differential equations resulted in
details such as the velocity and tençerature fields, and, in addition,
the jet trajectory in case of the buoyant curved jet.

Predicted results

were compared with available experimental data, and the results of other
prediction methods wherever possible, for a number of test cases in all
three flow categories. The present method was seen to provide improved
predictions for most of the cases considered.
The first flow category provided a suitable test configuration for
a verification study of the computational technique developed for the
jet flow calculations, and as a first step in evaluating the different
models for the turbulent transport.

Several existing turbulence models

for the non-buoyant jet in co-flowing and quiescent ambients were com
pared to experimental data, and some modifications were suggested and
examined.

A velocity ratio function, given by Eq. (4.13), was proposed

i^ich caused the simple eddy viscosity models to result in improved pre
dictions for a wide range of velocity ratios, including the important
case of jet into quiescent ambient flows.
For the second flow category, the calculation method was used to
predict the velocity and temperature fields resulting from a vertically
discharged buoyant jet or plume.

In addition, when the ambient was

stratified, the method was used to predict the zero buoyant height and
the maximum height of rise of the plume.

Comparisons were made for a

wide range of Froude numbers and stratification parameters, believed to
be of most practical interest in discharge design. Agreement was very
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good.

An eddy viscosity model for the turbulence, given by Eq, (4.15),

was seen to be successful in analyzing the jet flow, for both uniform
and stratified ambient cases.

The inifinte ambient analysis of the

present investigation was seen to be applicable for predicting shallow
water discharges as well, over the entire range of Froude numbers of
practical interest.
In the third flow category, the analysis was extended to predict
the jet trajectory along with estimates of the flow properties for the
configuration in which the jet or plume followed a curved path.

No pre

dicted results using differential methods have been noted to date for
this flow category.
An extra equation, the normal or y-momentum equation had to be in
cluded in the governing system of equations.

The simple eddy viscosity

model of Eq, (4.15) gave good predictions of jet trajectory; however,
the best predictions of both trajectory and centerline temperature values
were obtained when the model was modified to include buoyancy effects on
turbulent mixing in terms of a gradient Richardson number, Ri, defined
by Eq, (6.14). The Richardson number used this way was found to have a
strong effect on centerline decay values, but only marginal effect on
the jet trajectory.
With the good agreement obtained for the test cases with different
angles of discharge and different discharge Froude numbers, this program
can be used with some confidence to predict the trajectory and flow
properties of jets discharged at arbitrary angles to the horizontal
under different buoyancy conditions.
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Consistency and stability of the numerical scheme were studied.

A

new and more complete stability criterion for the DuFort-Frankel differ
ence equations, given by Eq. (3.30), was derived by application of the
Von Neumann stability analysis. This restriction was seen to allow
streamwise step sizes several times larger than possible with the simple
explicit scheme.

The computational scheme was seen to be economical,

almost all the calculations reported requiring less than 2 minutes of
computational time on the IBM 360/65 machine.
The results presented in this investigation demonstrate (1) the
viability of an explicit finite-difference scheme in the physical plane
to accurately and economically predict the velocity and temperature
fields and the location of the effluent plume resulting from a thermal
discharge into the immediate environment, and (2) the suitability of
simple models for the turbulent transport mechanism as applied to this
problem.
It is felt that the present analysis can be applied with a fair
degree of confidence in the design and analysis of thermal discharge
systems, and should serve as a valuable stepping stone for the further
application of differential approaches to analyze the general problem of
turbulent buoyant jets and plumes.

7.2.

Recommendations for Further Study

Several recommendations concerning the extension of this work can
be suggested.
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Attention could be directed to analysis of jets discharged to am
bient cross flows, where relaxation of the axisymmetric assumption that
was so successful in the present investigation may become necessary in
order to get accurate predictions of the flow field. Surface effects
could be included in the analysis for submerged, shallow water discharges
and more complex turbulence models could be studied using the present
calculation scheme.
Other related problems that can be attempted using the same general
method are:
1.

Discharge of effluent from large, multiport diffusers. The

present round jet analysis can be used until the jets being to interact.
The interaction could take place when 25 becomes equal to (L + Zr^)
where L is the spacing between two consecutive ports, or even before
that.

Once the jets merge, the analysis would shift to that of a slot

jet.
2.

A species concentration equation could be solved in addition to

the energy equation.

This would enable the present method to be useful

in predicting the concentration and spread of sewage effluent, and brine
effluents from desalination plants, and the concentration of pollutants
from industrial chimney stacks*
3.

Finally, the entire analysis could be extended to solve for

jets and plumes with three-dimensional trajectories.

This would involve

two angles to be determined in tracing the jet trajectory; one in the
horizontal plane, and the other in the plane perpendicular to the hori
zontal.
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As regards the need for future experimental studies, there seems to
be sufficient experimental data for flow category (1) above, but for
categories (2) and (3), additional measurements are needed to compare
the predicted jet growth and the associated velocity and temperature
profiles.

Experimental data for flows with three-dimensional trajec

tories seems to be non-existent.

Intermittency measurements over the

jet or plume cross-section are also needed, as they would be helpful in
providing a physical basis for improving the turbulence models used to
analyze the flow.
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10.

APPENDIX A:

EXAMPLE COMPUTER PROGRAM

For the readers' convenience, this appendix contains a listing of
the computer program that was used to solve the governing equations for
the buoyant jet or plume discharged at arbitrary angles to the vertical
(the configuration of Chapter 6).

The same program can be used without

modification to compute the vertical jet configuration of Chapter 5 as
well.

For the non-buoyant jet analysis, this program can be implemented

either by having a large enough discharge Froude number, or by making the
difference form of the y-momentum equation optional and specifying 6 = 0°.
The computer code consists of a main program and 6 subroutines.
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PROGRAM TO PREDICT THE GROWTH. LOCATION AND PROPERTIES Of A TURBULENTt
AXISYMNETRIC. BUOYANT JET OR PLUME
USING SIMPLE EXPLICIT FINITE DIFFERENCING SCHEME AS STARTING
METHOD.FOLLOWEO BY THE DUFORT-FRANKEL SCHEME
THE FOLLOWING IS AN EXPLANATION OF THE INPUT PARAMETERS
INPUT
LORT
IQORC
lENO

lOUT
NS
NVI
IPUNCA
MULT

= 0 INDICATES SOLUTION WILL START AT DISCHARGE
= I MEANS SOLUTION WILL CONTINUE FROM A PREVIOUSLY CALCULATED
STATION.USING INFORMATION FROM PUNCHED OUTPUT
GT.O FOR TURBULENT FLOW CALCULATIONS
LE.O FOR LAMINAR FLOW CALCULAT IONS!NOT USED)
= 0 FOR QUIESCENT AMBIENT
= 1 FOR COFLOWING(OR FLOWING) AMBIENT
= MAXIMUM NUMBER OF I STATIONS TO BE COMPUTED
THIS IS A SAFETY FEATURE AND SHOULD BE SET HIGHER THMN
EXPECTED NUMBER OF STEPS IN ANY CALCULATION
= NUMBER OF 1 STEPS BETWEEN OUTPUTS.

= VALUE OF I WHEN D-F SCHEME TAKES OVER
= NUMBER OF GRID SPACES OVER NOZZLE RADIUS
= NUMBER OF I STEPS BETWEEN PUNCHED OUTPUTS
GT.O MEANS IOUT=l IRRESPECTIVE OF SPECIFIED lOUT
= 0 MEANS lOUT HAS ITS SPECIFIED VALUE
lAVG
= RESEARCH PARAMETER.NO LONGER USED
I STAB
GT.O ALLOWS STABILITY CRITERION TO BE USED IN DETERMINING
STEP SIZE
= 0 BYPASSES STABILITY CHECK
CONST! = CONSTANT IN TURBULENCE MODEL FOR INITIAL REGION
CONST2 = CONSTANT IN TURBULENCE MODEL FOR MAIN REGION
C0NST3 = CONSTANT IN RICHARDSON NUMBER MODIFICATION
FRAC
= FRACTION OF MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE STEPSIZE USED
DXFMIN = RESEARCH PARAMETER.NO LONGER USED
DEC
= CHANCE IN STEPSIZE ALLOWED AS A FRACTION OF PREVIOUS
STEPSIZE
DENS
= DENSITY OF FLUID
ANU
= KINEMATIC VISCOSITY OF FLUID
USTART = JET VELOCITY AT DISCHARGE
TSTART = JET TEMPERATURE AT DISCHARGE
RAD
= RADIUS OF DISCHARGE PIPE
VAXIS
= LATERAL VELOCITY ALONG JET CENTERLINE
PRT
= TURBULENT PRANDTL NUMBER
UF
= FREE STREAM (AMBIENT! VELOCITY
UE
= VELOCITY AT EDGE OF JET
TFO
= AMBIENT TEMPERATURE AT DISCHARGE
TEO
= TEMPERATURE AT EDGE OF JET (AT DISCHARGE)
CP
= SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE
HTK
= THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
THETAO = INITIAL ANGLE OF DISCHARGE (IN RADIANS)
LAMDA
= DEGREE OF AMBIENT STRATIFICATION
BETA
= ISOBARIC VOLUME EXPANSIVITY OF FLUID
UFRAC
= PRESCRIBED EDGE VELOCITY AS FRACTION OF USTART
INCR
= STEPWIZE INCREASE IN OXF SPECIFIED AS MULTIPLIER OF DXF
OXFMAX = MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE OXF SPECIFIED
I NCR!
« VALUE OF INCR IN MAIN REGION
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THE MAIN PROGRAM
The main program reads in the data and logic parameters, initializes
all necessary quantities, co-ordinates, the subroutines and calculates
needed parameters, including the plume trajectory. It also contains the
procedure for determining the streamvise stepsize with the DuFortFrankel scheme.

"

The subroutines called (in order) are:
• SDELK
• UVEL
• WEL
• TEMP
• EFVISC
• OUTPUT
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C
C

MAIN PROGRAM
REAL INCR,INCRl«LAMDA
COMMON/AREA!/U(400).UP(400>•UM|400)<V(400>•VP(400I•VM<400)•TC400).
2TPC400).TM(400},FINVC400),FP1NV(400).UTEST.UE.UF.TTEST.TE.TF.REO.
aVAXIS.LORT.USTART.ALl•AL2.BLl.BL2.TSTART.TE0.TFO.THETA.THETAM.
4THETAP
COMMON/AREA2/OELXP.OELXM.OELXT,DELV.DELTA.TC>ELTA«Y<400).I.NS.NV.
1NVT.EV(400).EK(400).ECONV.UCONV.XCONV.TCONV.FCaNV«N«DELMIX.
2EVP(400),EKP(400).OELHP.DELZP
COMMON/AREA3/CaEFP(400)*COEFM(400t.SMUP1400).SMUM(400).SKCP(400).
3SKCM(400)
COMMON/AREA4/XL * ANU.PRT.HT K.DENS.CP.ALPHA
COMMON/AREAS/X.XO.H.Z.RAO.LT.STRAT
COMMON/AREA6/C0NST1,CONST2.FRAC.0XFMIN.C0NST3
COMMON/AREA7/YUHALF.YTHALF.VMAX.VCORE
COMMON/AREA8/TC1.TC2.FRNO
COMMON/AREA9/JCORE.JJ.JINFL
COMMON/AREAIO/NYJ.NAVG.NBUOY

C
C
C

READING IN THE INPUT
READ<S.8) INPUT
REAOCS.a) LORT
REAOtS.S) IQORC
8 FORMAT!16)
REAO(S.10) lENO,lOUT.NS.NYI.IPUNCH.MULT.IAVG.ISTAB
10 FORMAT(8I6)
WRITE!6.I 1) lENO.IOUT.NS.NYI.IPUNCH.MULT.lAVG.ISTAB
11 FORMATC• '.'IEND=',14.lOX.•IOUT=«.13.1 OX.•NS=•.I 2.10X.<NY1= «.13.
IIOX."IPUNCH=«.14. 5X.«MULT='.I4«SX.'IAVC=«.I3.SX,•ISTAS=*.I2>
REAOf5.12) CONST1.C0NST2.FRAC.DXFMIN.DEC.C0NST3
12 F0RMAT(6F12.5)
WRITE(6.13) CONST1.CONST2.FRAC.DXFMIN.DEC.C0NST3
13 FORMAT!• '.'C0NST1='.F12.S.3X.'CONST2=*.F12.5,3X.«FRAC=«,F12.S,
13X.'DXFMIN=«,F12.5,5X.*DEC=".F12.5.3X."C0NST3='.F12.5)
READIS,IS) DENS.ANU.USTART.RAD.TSTART.VAXIS.PRT.UE.UF.TEO.TFO.CP.
1HTK.THET AO,LAMDA.BETA.UFRAC
15 FORMAT!6G12.St
WRITE!6,16) DENS.ANU.USTART.RAD.TSTART.VAXIS.PRT.UE.UF.TEO.TFO.CP.
IHTK.THETAO.LAMDA.BETA.UFRAC
16 FORMAT!* «.'DENS='.F12.5,5X«'ANU=«.G12.5.SX.*USTART=',F12.5.5X.
1 •RA0=«,F12.S.5X,•TSTART=«.F12.S.5X.»VAXIS-=».F12.5/* •.'PRT='.
2F12.S.5X.'UE=«.F12.S.SX.'UF=«,F12.S,5X.«TE®«.F12.5.SX,•TF=•.F12,5.
35X."CP=',FI2.S/' '.'HTK=«,G12.S,SX.•THETAOs*.F12.5.SX,•LAMDA=*.
4F12.S,SX,*8ETA=',F12.S,SX,'UFRAC=',F12.5)
REAOIS,17t I NCR,DXFMAX,INCRl
17 F0RMAT!3F12.S)
WRlTE!6,t8> INCR.DXFMAX.INCRl
18 FORMAT!* •.*INCRs*.F12.S.5X.«DXFMAX='.F12.S.SX.*INCR1='tFI2.5l

C
e
C

READING IN PUNCHED OUTPUT

l i s FORMAT!' «.SGIS.B)
120 FORMAT!* *,916)
IF!lOORC.GT.O) GO TO 121
UFzUFRAC*USTART
UEaUFRAC*UST ART
121 IF!INPUT.6T.0) GO TO lOS
GO TO 28
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105 RE*0(5.1I5) (UM(J).J^i,400)
REAO(S«llS) (VM(J).Jsl,400)
REA0(5<I1S) (TM(j;,j=:.400)
REAOCS.115) (U<J).Jsl«400)
REAO(S.llS) (V(J).J=l,400)
REAOtS.tlS) (T(J),Jsl,400)
READ*5,115) (EVgJ).J=1,400)
REA0(5»115) CEK(J).Jsl.AOO)
READ*5,115) CVtJ).J>lt400)
REA0(5.115) CFtNV(J)«jKl«400}
REA0(S.115) X.H.Z.OELXM.OELHM.OELZM.THETAM.THETA,OXF.DELTA.OELWmX,
1DELV.TOELTA•VUHALF•VTHAUP
REAO(5«120) I.IP.K.N.NY.NVT.M.NVJ .NA
GO TO 29
C
2$ R=UF/USTART
C
WRITE(6,21) R
21 FORMAT!• •••VELOCITY RATIO R=«,G12.5)
TE=TEO
TF=TFO
C
C
C
C

NOM-OIMENSIONALIZING
CONVERSION FACTORS
29 XCONV=ANU/USTART

C
C
C

0=32.2
FOR METRIC SYSTEM.USE APPROPRIATE VALUE OF G
FCONV=(USTART*USTART)/(8ETA*2.0*RAD*G*<TSTART-TFO))
ECONV=ANU
UCONV=USTART
REO=USTART$2.0*RAO/ANU
TCl=TEO
TC2=<TSTAHT-TE0)
STRAT=(-LAMDA«2.0«RAO)/(REO*TC2)
IFCLAMOA.EO.O.O) GO TO 23
PARMl3RAO«C-LAMDA)/TC2
PARM2=(-LAMDA»USTART*USTART*(TF0
+460.0))/(TC2$TC2*G)
TEE=TC2/(RAO*(-LAMOA))
MRITEf6*20) STRAT.PARM1.PARM2.TEE
20 FORMAT** •.•STRAT=^,G12.5.3X.•PARAMETER!*•,Gl2.5»3X.•PARAMETER2s».
1G12.S.3X.•TEE=^.G12.5)

C
C

VARIABLES
23 TEO=(TEO-TEO)/(TSTART-TEO)
TFD=TEO
TSTART«1«0
FSTARTzFCONV/TSTART
WqiTE(6,22) FSTART
22 FORMAT!• •«•STARTING FR.NO.=^.@12.5)
FINVO*l/FSTART
UEaUE/UCONV
UF'UF/UCONV
USTART«OSTART/UCONV
RAO*RAD/XCONV
ALPHA«(HTK/I0ENS«CP))«UO/ECONV
IFIINPUT.CT.O) GO TO 67
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C
C

Y-GRIO SPACING
OELY=RAD/NYI

C
C
C
C

STARTING PROFILES
ASSUMED UNIFORM
1= 0

X=0.O
H=0.0
Z=0.0
THETA=THETAO
NNYI=NYI*I
00 2S J=1.NNYI
Y(J)=(J-1)*0ELY
U(J)=1.0
V(J)=0.0
T(J)=l.O
EV(J)=1.0
EK(JlsALPHA
FINVtJ)3FINVO
25 CONTINUE
NNNYI=NNYI+1
DO 40 J=NNNYI,400
Y<J)=(J-1)*0ELY
U(J)=UF
V< J)=0.0
TlJ)=TFO
EV(J)=l.0
EK(J)=ALPHA
FINVIJlaO.O
40 CONTINUE
OELTAsRAO
TOELTAsRAO
NY=NNYI
NYT=NY
0ELMIX=0.0
C
C
C
C
C

BEGINNING OF COMPUTATION LOOP
SIMPLE EXPLICIT SCHEME
IF(LORT.GT.O.O) GO TO 54
WRITE (6,581
58 FORMAT!•-••30X.«LAMINAR JET CASE")
ALI=2.0
AL2=2.0
8L1=2.0*ALPHA
BL2=2.0*ALPHA
54 WRITE(6,S5)
55 FORMAT(,15X,« SIMPLE EXPLICIT SCHEME')
NY=NNYI
N=I
1=1

LT=0.0
GO TO 57
56 1=1+1
IFII.GT.NS) GO TO 65
LT»1.0
57 CALL SOELX
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K=X+OELXP
CALL UVEL
OELHPzDEL XP*COS(THET AI
DELZP=0EL XP*SIN* THETA)
H=H+DELHP
Z=Z+OELZP
CALL VVEL
CALL TEMP
1F*LORT.CT.O.O) CALL EFVISC
CALL OUTPUT
C
C
C

USUAL UPDATING
OELXMsOELXP
THETAM=THETA
THETA=THETAP
DO 60 J=I,400
UM(J)sU*J)
U*J)=UP*J)
FINV*J)sFPINV(J)
VM*J)=V*J)
V*J>=VP*J )
EV*J)sEVP(J)
EKCJ)=EKP*J>
TM*J)=T*J)
60 T*J)=TP(J)
CO TO 56

C
C
C

DUFORT-FRANKEL SCHEME
65 HRITE(6.66)
66 FORMAT*'-',15X,'OUFORT-FRANKEL SCHEME')
N=1
Ks|
M=X
NA=1
NBUOV=l
51 0)F=0ELXM/DELNIX
HRITE(6.52) DXF
52 FORMAT*• •«•STARTING DXF=',GI2.5)
67 IFf T* n .LT.TSTART) GO TO 63
68 OELXP=DXF*DELMIX
OOELXsOEL XP#XCONV
MRITE(6«7n OOELX
GO TO 61
63 IFXK.EO.l* GO TO 64
GO TO 69
64 OELXPsDELXM
OXFaDELXP/DELTA
GO TO 77
69 DELXP=DXF«DELTA
INCR=INCR1
OOELXsDELXP«XCGNV
»RITE(6.71) OOELX
GO TO 61
77 DIST-XfXCONV
HDIST«H«XCONV
Z01ST>Z*XC0NV
WRITE*6,62) OISTtDXF.HDIST«ZDIST
62 FORMAT*«O^.«PREO.STARTING LENCTHa*«G12.S.IX.«OXP*•*G12.S«IX.
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1*ABSCISSA»iG12.5.1X.*aR01NATE«*.618.S)
K*K*1
C
C
C

STABILITY CHECK
61 IFdSTAB.EQ.Oi GO TO 127
71 FORMAT*' «.'DELXPz'.614.8)
FUNC1=0.0
DO 125 J=2.NYJ
FlsCEVIJ-l*-EV(J**)l/(2.0*0ELY)
F2=(EK<J-1*-EK(J*IIl/I2.0$DELYI
F1=ABS<V(J)*F1)
F2=ABS(V( J)-fF2)
F1=AMAX1(F1,F2)
F3=2.0*DELY*UIJ> .
FUNC«FI/F3
FUNC1«AM*XI(FUNC.FUNCl)
125 CONTINUE
DELXP1=0.5/FUNCl
lF(OEi.XP.l.E.IFRAC*DeLXPl)> GO TO 127
DELXP=FRAC*0ELXP1
ODELX=DELXP*XCONV
«RITE(6.126) ODELX
126 FORMAT*' '.'STABILITY CORRECTED 0ELXP"'.GI4.8)

C
127 IF(ABS((DELXP-OELXM)/DELXM).LE.OEC) GO TO 130
IF(OELXP.GT.DELXM) CO TO 400
DELXP=OELXM*(1.0-DEC)
GO TO 401
400 DELXP=DELXM$(1.0*DECI
401 ODELX«OELXP*XCONV
WRITE(6.128) ODELX
128 FORMAT*' «.'CONSISTENCY CORRECTED DELXP»«G14.8)
130 DELXT»OELXM+DELXP
XmX*DELXP
452 CALL UVEL
DELHP«OELXP«COS(THETA>
DELZP«OELXP*SIN*THETA*
H»H*DELHP
Z=Z+OELZP
.UCL3(UP*1)-UE1/(USTART-UE>
IF(UCL>GT«0.05) CO TO 456
DIST«X*XCONV
HDIST=H*XCONV
ZDIST=Z#XCONV
MRITE*6.4SS) DIST.HOIST,ZDIST
455 FORMAT*' »,'ZERO MOMENTUM HEIGHT».612.5*IX*'ABSCISSAC,G12.5.
1IX.'ORDINATE"'.G12.5#
GO TO 100
456 CALL VVEL
CALL TEMP
80 IF(LORT.GT.O.O) CALL EFVISC
INsI-NS
tI«IOUT*N
IF(MULT.GT.O) GO TO 75
IF*IN.EQ.II> GO TO 75
GO TO 76
75 CALL OUTPUT
C
C

USUAL UPDATING
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76 DO 70 Jsl.400
*54 UM(J)-U(J1
U(J)=UPIJ)
VMXJ)sVXJ}
V(J)aVP<J)
EV( J)siEVP(J)

EK(J)3EKPCJ)
F1NV(J)=FPINV<J}
TM(J)«T(JI
70 T«J»=TPCJI
OELXM-DELXP
OELHMSDELHP
DELZMaOELZP
THETAMSTHETA
THETA»THETAP
C
C
C

PUNCHING OUT VALUES
IP=IPUNCH*M
ipp»:p*i
IFU.EQ.IP) GO TO 110
GO TO 74
110 NCM4-1
«fRITE(7.115> CUM(Jl .Jn:1.400)
«RITE(7«11S) (VMtJ)«Jsl«400l
«RirE(7.115) CTM(J>.J«1.400)
l>RITE(7.1 15) fUCJ)*J«1.4001
«RITE(7.115) (V(J)fJ>1«400)
MRlTEf7.11S) (T<J),J=1.400)
«RITEI7.11S) (EV(J)«J>1«400)
«R1TE(7«1151 (EKXJ).Jel.400)
•RJTE(7.115) (V(J).J>1.400)
«RITE(7.11S) (FtNV(J}.J31«400>
74 DXF«INCR»DXF
MR1TE(6.101) INCR.OXF
101 FORMAT*'
'INCR»«.G14.8.5X.'DXFm'.G14.8)
I»I*1
IFfOXF.GE.OXFNAX) GO TO 90
GO TO 91
90 OXFsOXFMAX
91 IF*I.EO.IPP) GO TO 96
GO TO 9S
96 HRITEIT.llS) X.H.Z.OELXM,OELHM.OELZM.TMETAM«THETA,DXF.DELTA,
lOELMIX•OELV.TOELTA.YUHALF•YTHALF
«R1TE(7.120) I.IP.K.N.NV.NVT.M.NVJ.NA
GO TO 100
95 1F<I.CT.IEN0) GO TO lOQ
GO TO 67
100 STOP
ENO
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SUBROUTINE SDELX

This subroutine calculates the streamwise stepsize for the simple
explicit scheme used to start the solution.

This subroutine is called

only for the first 10 or 20 steps during execution.
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SUBROUTINE SOELX
COMMON/AREAt/U(400)«UP<400)•UMt400).V(«001.VPC400IiVMI400>.T1400}•
2TP(4O0).TM(4OO)«FlNVf400).FPINV(4OO).UTEST.UE.UF.TTEST«TE.TFtREO.
3VAXIS*L0RT.USTART.AL1»AL2«BL1.81.2*TSTART.TEO.TFO.THETA.THETAM*
4TMETAP
COMMON/AREA2/DELXP,0ELXM.DELXT.0ELY,DELTA,TDELTA.Y*4001,I,NS.NV,
1NVT.EV(400),EK(400),ECONV.UCONV.XCONV,TCONV.FCONV«N.OELM1X.
2EVP(400}.EKPf400).OELHP.OELZP
COMMON/AREA3/COEFP(400).COEFMf400)«SMUP(400).SMUM(400).SKCPt 4001.
3SKCMI400)
COMMON/AREAS/X.XO.H.Z.RAO.LT.STRAT
C0MM0N/AREA6/C0NSTI.C0NST2.FRAC.0XFM1N.C0NST3
11 YdlzO.O
SMUP(1)=EV(1I*EV(2)
SKCPI1)=EK(11+EK(2I
DO 4 J32.199
V(J;=(J-1**0ELY
VJ»Y«J>
*JP»VJ*OELY
YJM=Y(J-1)
CC1s4•0«UCJ)«yJ«DELY
100 IFILORT.LE.O.0) GO TO 30
SMUP(J)=EV(J)+EVW+1)
SMUMt J)xCV(Jl't'EVC J-1)
SKCPt J)>EK{JI'fEKf J>ll
SKCMf J)=EK(J)-»EK( J-1)
30 IF(U(J).EQ.0.0) GO TO 4
COEFPlJ)=IYJ+YjP)/(CC1*OELY)
COEFMCJ)«(YJ«YJM>/(CCIAOELY)
4 CONTINUE
9 IFCLORT.LE.O.O) GO TO 10
IF(LT.EO.O.O) GO TO 10
GO TO 13
10 OELXP» S.040ELY
GO TO 12
13 CC3*0.0
00 s J=2,NY
IFCLORT.LE.O.O) GO TO 22
ALl'SMUPCJ)
AL2«SMUM(J}
8L1«SKCP(J)
BL2»SKCM(J)
22 SPMAXsAMAXltALl.BLI)
SMMAXsAMAXl(AL2.BL2)
iF(CCl.EQ.O.O> CO TO S
CC2«IABS(V(J}))/<UCJI#OELY)4COEFP*J)»SPMAX+COEFM*J)#SMMAX
CC3*AMAXlfCC2tCC3l
5 CONTINUE
25 OELXP1«O.S/CC3
6 IFCOELXPl.GT.C 0.9*0ELXP)) CO TO 14
S 0ELXP>DELXP1
CO TO 12
14 OELXP> 0.940ELXP
12 RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE UVEL
This subroutine calculates the axial velocity components

j for

all j's by solving the finite-difference forms (simple explicit and
DuFort-Frankel) of the s-momentum equation and determines the jet growth
in terms of half-radius and nominal plume boundary.
uated here from the y-momentum equation.

0j[+i is also eval
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SUBROUTINE UVEL
C
DIMENSION DER(400)
COMMON/AREAl/Uf400).UP(400)*UM(400).V(400)•VP(400).VM(400}.7(400)«
2TP(400).TM(400).FINV(400).FPINV(400J.UTEST.UE.UFtTTEST.TE*TF.REO.
3VAXIS.L0RT«USTART,ALI.AL2.BL1«BI.2iTSTART.TEO,TFO»THETA*THETAM.
4THETAP
COMMON/AREA2/OELXP.OELXM,DELXT,DELY,DELTA.T0ELTA,Y(400).I.NS.NY,
1NYT.EV(400).EK|400>.ECONV,UCONV,XCONV,TCONV.FCONV,N,OELMIX.
2EVP(400)
.EKP(400)* Oa.HPtOEI.ZP
COMMON/AREA3/COEFP(400)•COEFM(400).SMUP(400)*SMUM(400)«SKCP<400)*
3SKCM(400)
COMMON/AREA7/YUHALF.YTHALF,YMAX.VCORE
COMMON/AR EA9/JCORE «JJ.JINFL
COMMON/AREA!0/NVj.NAVG,NBUOY
C
L>1
K=1
M=1
IMsl
IFd.GT.NS) GO TO 20
C
C
C

SIMPLE EXPLICIT EQUATIONS
DO 19 J=2.t99
UJ=U( Jl
UJP=U(J*1)
UJM=U(J-l)
YJ=Y(J)
VJ=V(J)
IF(L0RT.LE.0*0) GO TO 9
AL1=SMUP(J)
AL2=SMUM[J)
VT=VJ*DELY
SMUP( J)=0.S*(ALl «-ABSC VT >-l-ABS(AL1-ABS(VT)
)
}
SMUM(J)=0.5*(AL2*ABS(VT)*ABS(AL2-ABS(VT)))
9 IF(VJ.GT.O.O) GO TO II
10 UP(J)=UJ-DELXP#VJ*(UJP-UJ)/(OELY$UJ*+OELXP# (COEFP(J)«SMUP(J)*
1(UJP-UJ)-C0EFM(J)*SMUM(J)*(UJ-UJM))+OELXP$SIN(THETA)*FINV(J*/(UJ#
2REO)
GO TO 34
11 UP(J)sUJ-DELXP«VJ*(UJ-UJM)/(OELY*UJ)+DELXP* < COEFP<J)*SMUP(J)•
2(UJP-UJ)-C0EFM(J)#SMVM(J)$(UJ-UJM))+DELXP#SIN(THETA)»FINV(J)r(UJ#
2REO)
34 UPJsUP(J)

C
C
C

INCORPORATING BOUNDARY CONDITION
IF(K.CT.l) GO TO 30
GO TO 12
30 IF(K.GT.2) GO TO 31
UP(I)=(4.0#UP(2)-UP(3))/3«0

C
C
C

CALCULATING YUHALF
31 IFCM.GT.I) GO TO 12
UPMEAN»(UP(I)+UF»/2.0
IF(UPJ.LE.UPMEAN) GO TO 32
GO TO 12
32 JJaJ
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UPJJxUPtJJ>
UPJMaUPCJM)
VJJ=(JJ-1)*OELY
YJM=(JM-1)*DELY
VUHALF3YJM4((YJJ-YJM)/<UPJJ-UPJMI)*<UPMEAN-UPJM)
M=M+1
12 K=K+l
C
C
C

CALCULATING YCORE
IF(K.LT.3) GO TO 19
IF(L.GT,1) GO TO 13
IF(UPJ.LT.I0.9999*UPf1))) GO TO 14
GO TO 13
14 YCORE=(J-1)«OELY
JCORE=J
L=L+1
13 IF(K.LT.3) GO TO 19
UTEST=IUP(l)-UPJ)/tUP(1>-UF>
IF(UTEST.GE.0«99 ) GO TO 27
19 CONTINUE

C
C

GO TO 29
OUFORT-FRANKEL EQUATIONS
20 SMUP(1)=EV<1)4-EV(2)
00 26 J=2.3*9
5 VJ=V(j;
UJ=V*J)
VJ=VIJJ
UJP=U(J+1)
UJM=U<J-1)
UMJ=UM(J)
IF(LORT.LE.O.O) GO TO 25
SMUP(J)=EVW)+EV(J + 1)
SMUM( J)aEV(J)-fEV(J-n
AL1=SMUP* J)
AL2=SMUM(J)
VT=VJ$DELV
SMUP(J)=0.5*4AL1+A8S(VT > +A8S(AL1-ABS(VT)))
SWUM*J)=0.5*1AL2+A8S(VT)+A8S(AL2-A8SIVT)))
25 UA=UJ/0ELXT
UB=(Y(J-fl )-l-YJ )*SMUP(J)/(8.0*YJ*0ELY*DELY}
UC=(VJ+V(J-1>l«SMUM(J)/(a.O*VJ*DELY«DELy)
UO=UMJ*UA
UHz-VJ*(UJP-UJM>/<2«0*DELY)
U:=IUJP-I).5*UMJ)#UB#2.0
UC=(UJM-0.5*UMJ)*UC*2.0
UK=SINfTHETAI«FINV< J)/REO

C
UPIJ)=(UD»UM+UI+UC+UK)/(UA*UB+UC)
UPJ«UP(J)
IFIUPJ.GE.UF) GO TO 125
UPCJI=UF
c
C
C

INCORPORATING BOUNDARY CONDITION
125 IF(K.GT.l) GO TO 40
GO TO 33
40 1F(K.GT.2) GO TO 41
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IF(I.LE.NS) GO TO 36
NYl=NY0/2
MV2=<NYO+l>/2
IFCNVl.E0.NY2) GO TO 43
NJsNVO
60 TO 4*
43 NJ=NVO+l
44 SUM:=0.0
SUM2=0.0
C0EF=2.0$(DELY/3.0)
DO 45 J=t.NJ.2
TERMI=U(J)*U(J)*V(J)+4.0*UIJ+*l*y(J*I)*Y<J*1)+U(J+2)#U(J+2)*Y(J42)
TERM2=FINV(J**Y(J)*4.0«FINV(J+*)*Y(J*1)4FINV(J*2)#Y(J*2)
SUMI=SUM1+TERMI
SUM2=SUM2+TERM2
45 CONTINUE
OEL1=SUM1*COEF
DEL2=SUM2«COEF
THET AP=THETAM*DELXT«COS(T META)«DEL2/(DEL 1*REO)
GO TO 29
36 THETAP=THETA
29 RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE WEL

The lateral velocity coiiq>onents

are evaluated here for all

j's by solving the finite-difference forms (simple explicit and DuFortFrankel) of the continuity equation.
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SUBROUTINE TEMP

This subroutine calculates the temperatures in the plume
all j's by solving the finite-difference forms (simple explicit and
DuPort-Frankel) of the energy equation.

The zero buoyancy height in

case of stratified ambient is evaluated here.

for
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SUBROUTINE TEMP
C
COMMON/AREA1/U(400) «UPt^OO)«IIM(400}«V(40011VP(400>•VMC400).TC400)
.
2TP(400)«TM<400).FINV(400I«FP1NV<400)tUTEST,UE«UF.TTEST«TE*TF,REO.
3VAXIS«LORT«USTART.Ai.l«ALZ.BLl.BLZiTSTART.TEO.TFO.THETA.THETAM*
4THETAP
COMMON/AREA2/OELXP.QELXM.DELXT.OELY.DELTA.TDELTA.V*400).1.NS.NY.
1NYT.EVI400).EK(400)tECONV.UCONV.XCONV.TCONV.FCONV.N.OELMIX.
2EVP(400)»EKPC400).OELHP,DEi.ZP
COMMON/AREA3/COEFP(400 I,COEFM*400),SMUP(400*.SMUM*4001.SKCP(400)«
3SKCM(400»
COMMON/AREA4/XL.ANU.PRT.HTK.DENS.CP.ALPHA
C0MM0N/AREA5/X.XO.H.Z.RAO.LT,STRAT
COMMON/AREA7/VUHALF.VTHALF.V MAX.YCORE
COMMON/ARE A10/NYJ.NAVG «NBUOV
C
K=1
M=1
TF=STRAT«Z
TE=TF
6 IFd.GT.NS) GO TO 20
C
C
C

SIMPLE EXPLICIT EQUATIONS
00 19 J=2,199
TJ=T(J)
TJP=T<J+1)
TJM=T(J-1I
YJ=Y<J)
YJP=YJ+DELY
VJM=V.< J-l )
IF(LORT.LE.O.O) GO TO 9
8L1=SKCP(J)
8L2=SKCM(J*
9 TP<J»=TJ-OELXP*V(Jl«<TJ-TJM»/(OELY4UIJ))+DELXP4 (COEFPCJi*
ICTJP-TJ)-COEFM(J)» BL2 *<TJ-TJM**
FPINV(J)=(TP(J)-TF>/FCONV
TPJ=TPJJ)

C
C
C

INCORPORATING BOUNDARY CONDITION
IFCK.GT.l) GO TO 30
GO TO 12
30 IF(K«GT.2) GO TO 31
TP<l|=<4.0*TPf2)-TP(3))/3.0
FPINVCl)=<TPtIl-TFI/FCONV

C
C
C

CALCULATING YTHALF
31 IFIM.GT.l) GO TO 12
TPMEAN=(TP<I)*TE)/2.0
IF(TPJ.LE.TPMEAN) GO TO 32
GO TO 12
32 JJ=J
JM=J-1
TPJJaTPIJJ)
TPJM=TP(JM»
YJJ»(JJ-1)*DELY
YJMmlJM-1)*OELY
YTHALF=YJM*<I YJJ-YJM)/CTPJJ-TPJMn4€TPMEAN-TPJMJ

BLl

•
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M=M*:
12 K=K*I
IFfK.LT.ai GO TO 19
TTEST=(TP(1*-TPJ)/1TP(1)-TF)
IF(TTEST.GE.0.99) GO TO 27
19 CONTINUE
GO TO 27
C
C
C

DUFORT-FPANKEL EQUATIONS
20 SKCPd *=EK(1)+EK(2)
DO 26 J=2.399
YJ=YlJ)
TJ=T(Jl
TJP=TCJ+1>
TJM=T<J-1I
TMJ=TM(J)
IFCLORT.LE.O.0) GO TO 25
SKCP(J)=EKf Jt-fEKC J't'l)
SKCMi J)=EK( J>4-EKf J-1)
BL1=SKCP(J)
BL2=SKCM(J)
25 TA=UIJ)/OELXT
T8=(V(J+1)+VJ)* 8L1 /Ca.O*YJ«OELY«DELY>
TC=IVJ+YIJ-l» I» BL2 /(8.Q$YJ*DELY*DELY)
TO=TMJ*TA
TH=-VtJ»»1TJP-TJMJ/<2.0«0ELY)
TI=(TJP-0.5*TMJ)*TB*2.0
TG=(TJM-0.5*TMJ)*TC#2.0

C
TP(J)=(TD+TH*TI+TG)/*TA*TB+TC)
FPINV(J)=(TP(J)-TF)/FCONV
TPJ=TP(Jl
IF(TPJ.GE.TEO) GO TO 125
TP(J)=sTEO
C
C
C

INCORPORATING BOUNDARY CONOITIOf:
125 IF<K.GT.l) GO TO 40
GO TO 33
40 IF(K.GT.2) GO TO 21
TP(1 )=(4.0'*TP(2)-TP<3)}/3.0
FPINVI1)=(TP(l)-TF)/FCONV

C
C

CALCULATING YTHALF
21 IF((TP(1)-TF).6T.0.01) GO TO 41
GO TO 33

C
41 IF(M.GT.l) GO TO 33
TPMEAN=tTP(l)+TE)/2.0
IF(TPJ.LE.TPMEAN) GO TO 42
GO TO 33
42 JJ=J
JMsJ-1
TPJJ=TPJJJ)
TPJNxTPtJM)
YJJ=<JJ-1)$OELY
VJWmgJM-1l#DELY
YTMALF=YJM+((VJJ-YJM)/*TPJJ-TPJM))*(TPMEA*-TPJM)
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33 K=K+1
1FCK.LT.3) GO TO 26
XFtTPI1).LT.TSTABT) GOTO 45
GO TO 46
45 VCORE=0.0
JCORE=l
4 6 T T e S T =(TP(I )-TPtJ))/(TP(I ) TF)
1F(TTEST.GE.0.99) GO TO 27
26 CONTINUE
27 TDELTAz*J-1)*DELY
OELMIX^OELTA-YCORE
35 NVT=J
36 TP«NYT+n =TF
TP(NYT+2)=TF
FP:NV(NVT+I)=(TP < NYT*n-TF)/FCONV
FPINV(NYT+2I=(TP(NYT*2|-TF|/FCONV
NNYT=NVT+3
00 28 J=NNYT.400
FPINV(J)=0.0
EKP(J|=ALPHA
28 TP{JJ=TF
UCL=(UP<1)-UE)/(UST ABT-UE)
WRITE(6.5) TF,TP(l),UCL
5 FORMAT(• »,«TSTREAM-»,G12.S.3X.•TCENTER=•«C12.5«3Xi•UCENTERs* ,
1G12.S)
29 IF((TP(I}-TF).LE.O.Oi) GO TO 49
GO TO 60
49 IF(NBUOV.EQ.l) GO 70 SO
GO TO 60
50 OIST=X*XCONV
HDIST=H*XCONV
ZDIST=Z«iXCONV
MRITE(6.S1) OlST.HOIST.ZOIST
51 FORMAT!«O*I*ZERO BUOYANCY HT.si,G12.S.1X.•ABSCISSA=*.G12.S.IX.
1•OROINATE=•« G12.5)
NBUOV=NBUOV+l
60 RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE EFVISC

This subroutine computes the effective viscosities and thermal
diffusivities appearing in the s-momentum and energy equations, re
spectively.

Different models for the turbulent transport can be in

corporated into the calculation method simply by altering this sub
routine.
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SUBROUTINE EFVISC
DIMENSION FUNCI400)
COMMON/AREA 1/UC400) «UPf 400) .UM(400) .V< 400 )• VPI400 ) .VMC400 }• T(400
2TP(400).TM(400)FFINV< 400 ) .FPI NV( 400).UTEST* UE • UF, TTEST.TE .TF.REO
3VAXIS.L0RT*USTART. At.1.AL2 tBLl tBt.2*TSTART.TEO.TFO.THETA.THETAM.
4THETAP
COMMON/AREA2/0ELXP,DELXM.DELXT,DELY,DELTA,TDELTA.Y*400*,1.NS.NY.
1NVT.EV(400).EK(400).ECONV.UCONV.XCONV.TCONV.FCONV.N.OELMlX.
2EVP(400).EKP< 400).OELHP.OELZP
COMMON/AREA4/XL.ANU.PRT.HTK.DENS.CP.ALPHA
COMMON/AREAS/X.XO.H.Z.RAD.LT.STRAT
COMMON/AREA6/C0NST1.C0NST2.FRAC.DXFMIN.C0NST3.C0NST4
C OMMON/ARE A7/VUHALF,YT HALF.YMAX.YCORE
COMMON/AREA8/rCI.TC2.FRNO
COMMON/AREA9/JCORE.JJ.JINFL
COMMON/AREAl0/NYJ.NAVG.NSUOY
9 FRNO=UP(1 > *UP( 1)*RAD/( UST ART»USTART*DELTA*FPI NV( 1 ))
G=32.2
TC3=TC1+460.0
FR1=(G«ANU*TC2)/(TC3«UC0N V4UC0NV*UCONV)
RI=FRI*((TF-TP(I))«0ELTA)/CUP(1)*UP(1))
HRITE(6.3) R1
3 FORMAT(« '.«RICH N0='.C10.3)
30 IFINY.GT.NYT) GO TO 35
GO TO 36
35 NYJaNY
GO TO 4
36 NYJ=NVT
4 IF<TP(I).LT.TSTART) GO TO 8
5 XLsCONSTt*OELMIX
GO TO 40
S FBUOY=(I.O-CONST34RI*COS(THETA))**0.2S
EV2s(CONST2«YUHALF«UP(1))*FBUOY«FBUOY
EK2=EV2$1/PRT
NYJ2=NYJ+2
DO 20 J=1,NYJ2
GAMMA»1.0
15 EVP(J)-EV2*GAMMA
EKPIJ)-EK2*GAMMA
20 CONTINUE
GO TO 50
40 EVP(I)=l.0
EKPd IsALPHA
NVJ2=NYJ+2
DO 45 J=2,NYJ2
UGRAD=(UP(J*I)-UP<J-I))/<2.0*0ELV)
44 EVP* J)H.O*( XL4XL»*A8S<UGRAD)
EVPJxEVP(J)
EKP(J)«ALPMA+(EVPJ-I.0)*l/PRT
45 CONTINUE
50 RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE OUTPUT
Here all the important numerical results are printed out in the
form most suited for comparisons.
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SUBROUTINE OUTPUT
COMMON/AREA1/U(*00)«UP(400 >.UM<400).V(4001.VPC4001•VM(«00).T(400).
2TP(400}tTM(4O0)iFINV(400}.FPINV(4OO),UTEST.UE«UF.TTEST»TE.TF*REO.
SVAXIStLORT.USTART.ALl ,AL.2,BL 1.81.2.TSTART.TEO.TFO«THETA.THETAM.
4THETAP
COMMON/AREA2/OELXP.OELXM.OEI.XT.OELV.DELTA.TDELTA«Y(400).1.NS.NY.
1NYT.EV(400).EK(400)«ECONV.UCONV.XCONV.TCONV.FCONV.N.OELMIX.
2EVP(400).EKPI400».OELHP.DEI.ZP
COMMON/AREAS/X * XO.H.Z.RAO.LT,STRAT
COMMON/AR EA6/CONST1.CONSTZ.FRAC.OXFMIN.CONSTS
COMMON/AREA7/YUHALF.YTHALF.YMAX.YCORE
COMMON/AREA8/TCUTC2.FRNO
N=N+1
NNY=NY+I
NNVT=NYT+1
IF(NNY.GE.NNYT) GO TO 22
GO TO 23
22 NNJsNNY
GO TO 24
23 NNJ=NNYT
24 miTE(6.10)
10 F0RMAT<«0*)
OIST=X»XCONV
HDISTsH*XCONV
ZD:ST=Z*XCONV
D0EL30ELTA*XC0NV
OTOELsTDELTA*XCONV
X8AR=X/(2.0*RAD)
H8AR=H/(2.0«RA0)
Z8AR=Z/(2.0*RAD)
HRITE(6.1S) 1.DIST.OOEL.OTDEL.HOIST.ZOIST
15 FORMAT!* •.IX.'Is*•I4.2X.•X OtSTB*«GIO.3.2X.*HALF-MIOTHK*.G10.3.
I2X,*TMERML HF-WIOTHz*.G10.3.2X.•A8SCtSSA^•.GIO.3.2X.*0R0lNATE=*•
2G10.3I
RUHALF-YUHALF/RAD
RTHALF*YTHALF/RAO
UCL'(UP( n-UEI/<USTART-UE>
TCL*TP<1>
ANGLE=THETA*<180.*7./22.)
WRITE*6,16) X8AR.H8AR.Z8AR,RUHALF,RTHALF.UCL.TCL.FR NO.ANGLE
16 FORMAT(«0*.2X,«X8AR=*.G10.3.1X.'H8AR=*.G10.3.1X.«Z8AR='.G10.3.IX,
1*RUMLF=*.G10.3.1X.*RTHLF3*,GI0«3.1X.»UCL=««G10.3.IX.*TCL=*.G10.3,/
22X.«FR NO= « « G10.3.1X,*THETA* DEC)«*.G10.3)
FEV2=C0NST2*YUHALF$UP*1)
OFEVsFEV2*ECONV
OEVsEVP*1)*ECONV
WR!TE«6.20) DFEV.OEV
20 FORMAT(«0*.2X>*VlSCt=*.C10.3.2X,*VISC2=*.G10.3)
18 «RITEt6.21)
21 FORMAT!* »,7X,'J*.SX.'Y DISTANCE*.7X.«U VELO*.8X.«V VELO*.
18X.'VISCOSITY*.4X,•JET TEMP*.6X.«CONOUCTIVITY*)
DO 40 J=1.NNJ
OUJsUPtJ}*UCONV
DVJzVPfJ)«UCONV
OTJ=TP< J)•TC2•TCI
DEVJZEVP(J)«ECONV
OEKJ>EKPIJ)«ECQNV
VOIST«Y( J)*XCONV
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«RITE(6«26) JfVOIST,OUJ.OVJ.OEVJ.OTJ«OEKJ
•« S X t I3 *5X «G l Z . S T A X * G I 2 « S < 3 X . e i 2 . S « 3 X « 6 1 2 . S « 3 X * 6 1 2 * S . 3 X «

2 6 FO R M A T*»
1012.51

4 0 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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11.

APPENDIX B:

DERIVATION OF THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS
11.1.

The General Equations in Vector Form

The basic equations governing the development of the jet as it moves
through the ambient are the conservation equations of mass, momentum and
energy.

In general vector form, they can be written as [94,95];

hp

•»

•^+ 7 • (pv) = 0

^DT"

^

(B.l)

^

(

B

.

2

PCp§%= V • (kVt) + PT^2E+

In this appendix, T refers to time.

)

(B.3)

Elsewhere in this work, T

refers to the overall shear stress appearing in the s-momentum equation
(see Chapter 3).

$ is the dissipation function, and T^ is the fluid

temperature in degrees absolute.
By the definition of substantial derivative,

5 ^ = 1 ? + ^ • (Vv)

5^--^+v-(Vp)

(B.4)

Equations (B.l) to (B.3) can be simplified based on the assumptions
listed in Chapter 2.

For steady flow,

0.

For a Bousslnesq fluid, p is assumed constant except in the buoyan
cy term, thus
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7•

( p v ) = p7 • V and Eq. (B.l)

simplifies to
7'V = 0

(B.5)

The term v • (7p) in Eq. (B.3) depends on both velocity and pressure gra
dient.

Pressure gradients are neglected within the jet flow (boundary

layer assumption), and outside the jet boundaries, the pressure gradient
is purely hydrostatic.

Also, since the ambient flow velocity is always

zero in the direction of the earth's gravity, v • (7p) can be eliminated.
Further, viscous dissipation is assumed negligible.
Thus, Eq. (B.3) reduces to
pCpV .(7t) = 7.(k7t)

(B.6)

The body force term in Eq. (B.2) is

= pi
and the pressure gradient, assumed purely hydrostatic (due to the weight
of the ambient fluid), is
7p = p^g
Thus, Eq. (B.2) reduces to

pv •(7^ = (p - p„)8 + 7'(vi7^

(B.7)

Equations (B.5) to (B.7) are in terms of the gradient and diver
gence.

These vector differential operators have to be defined for the

curvilinear orthogonal co-ordinate system.
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11.2.

Differential Operators in Terms of s, y, 0

This section will follow the approach given in Hirst [10].
The scale factors, h^, h^, and h^, are;

•>9 ° If •

where

= si^ + yi^ is the position vector of any point in the jet. The

scale factors relate the differential distances to the differentials of
the co-ordinates.

These will be evaluated in terms of the cartesion co

ordinate system for which the scale factors are constant.
The relationships among the unit vectors in the cartesion and curvi
linear co-ordinate systems as applied to the configuration of Chapter 6,
are [10];

Ig = 1 cos 0 + k sin 0
iy = ?(-sin 0 sin 0) + ?cos 0+ ic sin 0 cos 0

t

t (-cos

0 sin 0) + j^(-sin 0) + ^cos 0 cos 0

(B.9)

Using Eqs. (B.8), (B.9) and the definition of K, the scale factors
are evaluated as:

>>3-1-.

«here e -

^
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From [10,96], the gradient of a scalar is

° hg bs ^8

(B.ll)

hy by S *

where a is any scalar,and the divergence of a vector a is:

7•a =

•fe V0S> + •^O'/sV *

where a = a 1 + a 1 + a .1 .
s s
y y
0 0

(B.12)

Substituting the scale factor expressions into Eqs. (B.ll) and
(B.12) yields;

va = -i- M Î» +

^

1-e bs

1- e

1-e

11.3.

s ^ by

bg

y

y

+ IM i*
y b0

by

(B.13)

0

y b 0

1-e

1^
y b0

(B.14)

The Equations in Terms of s, y, 0

If u, V, w are the components of ^ in the s, y, and 0 directions,
respectively, Eq. (B.7) can be written for each co-ordinate direction,
as:

?
s-momentum [Eq. (B.7) *

v • (Vu) =

P

™

g^* r + 7 • (-^ V u)

®

P
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-•
i.e.,

V

- ( P - Pg,)
• (Vu) =

u
g sin 0 + V • (•= 7 u)

PQ

(B.15)

^

(P - P„)
The Boussinesq assumption for density permits

^

to be written

(P - P=)
as ——
Po
1

y-momentum [Eq. (B.7)

-(P " P )
— g sin 0 cos 6 + 7.(•= 7 v)

V • (Vv) =
Po

(B.16)

P

r
0-momentum [Eq. (B.7) •

^

]:

- ( P " Pgg )

V • (7w)

=

g COS

0 COS

0 + V • ("^ V

Po

w)

(B.17)

P

Now, substituting Eqs. (B.13) and (B.14) into Eqs. (B.5), (B.6), (B.15)
to (B.17) and using the axlsymmetrlc assumption that w = 0 and

= 0,

yields;
Continuity;

s-momentum:

( Po, - P)
g sin 0

_!L_

1 -e

ÔS

by

(1 - e)y

(B.19)
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y-momentum;
(P„ - p)
1 -e bs

+ v-^

by

(1 - e)y

g sin 0 cos 9

^^1^ bl) + ^(yb7

(B.20)

The ^-momentum equation is no longer necessary because of the axisym
metric assumption.
Energy;
u
bt
i-e bs

à

^ by

p C p (l-e)y

yk

bt

bs VL-e bs

(B.21)

Making further use of the boundary layer assumption that gradients
in the streanwise direction are negligible compared to those in the
cross-stream direction [39,97], the leading term on the right hand side
of Eqs. (B.19) to (B.21) can be neglected.

Since molecular action is

negligible in turbulent jet flow, except near the nozzle where gradients
in the streamwise direction are extremely small and sharp gradients in
the cross-stream direction can be expected, this procedure is further
justified.
To eliminate any 0 terms in the equations, Eqs. (B.18), (B.19),
(B.21) are integrated with respect to 0 from 0 to 2TT (after multiplying
by (1-e)). This yields
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Continuity:

If+i^(vy) «0

(B.22)

s-momentum:
(Pm - P)
Po

8 3^^0+7"^

(B.23)

Energy:
+ V

(B.24)

To obtain a simple form for Eq. (B.20), the equation is multiplied by
(1 - e)sin 0 and then integrated. This gives
y-momentum:

(B.25)

11.4. The Equations for Turbulent Flow
So far, the derivation has not explicitly included the effects of
turbulence, and the equations are equally valid for laminar and turbulent
flows. According to Cebeci and Smith [97], although turbulent shear flows
generally spread more rapidly than the corresponding laminar flows at the
same Reynolds number, it is found empirically that Prandtl's boundarylayer approximations are also fairly good in turbulent cases and become
better as Reynolds number increases.
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Equations (B.22) to (B.25) will now be written for turbulent flow
in terms of average and fluctuating quantities, that is
a = a + a'
lAere â is the time-averaged value of a dependent variable a, defined as

and a' is the fluctuating component of a. Substituting average and
fluctuating components for the dependent variables u, v, t in Eqs. (B.22)
to (B.25), and time averaging the equations remembering that
a - a,

a+ b = a+b,

a«b = a*b

where b Is another dependent variable, yields
Continuity;
An + 1 (vy) = 0
bs
y &y

(B.26)

s-momentum

(B.27)

y-momentum

(B.28)
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Energy;

(B.29)
(Fluctuations in the molecular diffusion terms have been neglected, see
Ref. 97, p. 73.)
Based on the boundary layer asstui^tions for fluctuating quantities,
—Ï—r
2
it can be shown [97] that all double correlations such as u'v', u* ,
v't', etc. are at most of order 6, where 6 is the width of the boundary
layer, in this case, the jet half-width. Also in accordance with the
laminar boundary layer approximations [97], p, u, t,
L,

are all of order

is of order 6"^, v is of order 6, and y,k are of order

Here,

^ « 1, L being a reference length. Using these relations to carry out
an order-of-magnitude analysis of Eqs. (B.26) to (B.29) results in the
following equations where terms of order 1 (or greater) are retained knd
2
terms of order ô and 6 are neglected.
Continuity (rewritten as):
^(ûy)+~(^) = 0

s-momentum:

(B.30)
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y-momentum:
(p„ - P)
g cos 9

(B.32)

Energy:
1

&

(yv'C)

pcpy by

(B.33)

Finally, removing the bars over mean quantities and rearranging
yields;
Continuity;
^(uy)+ -^(vy) = 0

(B.34)

s-momentum;
(p„ - P)
"L

by

g sin 6 +
(B.35)

y-momentum:
2de
ds

U "TT =

(P. - P)
g cos 9
p

(B,36)

Energy;
uAE, 4.
î)s

by

= —
—
pCpy by

/kbt
y by

^V't'^

(B.37)

These are the same as Eqs. (3.1) to (3.6) of Chapter 3.

I
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12. APPENDIX C;
DERIVATION OF NON-DIMENSIONAL FORMS
12.1. Governing Equations

The variables appearing in the governing equations [Eqs, (3,1) to
(3,4)} are non-dimensionalized as follows:

H-a.

(C.X)

Combining Eq, (3,2) and Eq. (3.7), and using the Boussinesq assump
tion (see Chapter 2), yields the s-momentum equation In the following
form:

Introducing the non-dimensional relations of Eq. (0,1) Into Eq, (C,2),
gives
3 /

V

.3

P„- P)

- g sin 0
Po
or
^ÔS + ^bY"

+^

The equation of state, Eq, (3,10), is

P- Pref Cl

«sine.

(C,3)
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or
P

[1 - j3(t-t^^p]

(C.4)

^ref
p is density at any point, and

refers to the value of density at a

reference point.
Thus, from Eq. (C.4), the following relations are obtained:

r " &tJ]
Po
" " o

(C.5)

and
P

= [1 - |8(t-t^)]

(C.6)

Po
Subtracting Eq. (C.6) from Eq, (C.5) yields

•V^=^(t-t„)
^o

(C.7)

Equation (C.7) also appears in Chapter 3 as Eq. (3.11). In the same way,
(p. - p»)
- PC:.-':.)
o

^o

(C.8)

The discharge Froude number is defined as
u2
°
<P„ -Po)

Fr =
°

V —

Po

Or, from Eq. (C.8)
u
Fr

= ,

2
—r—^

(C.9)
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Also, the buoyancy term in Eq. (C.3) can be expressed as

•U1 •
O

"
"
" ^n
O

g sin 0 •»

j9(t - t^)g sin 6.

(C.IO)

It
U

O

The right hand side of Eq. (C.8) can be written as

_jL_
u d ^ 2 X p
o o u
o

- (I.C'o -

+ '»o> J

X g sin 0
i#e#,
1

RT X —2
°
%

CT --oo3(tg - t„^)g sin 0

or
1

(T-T„)sin0

Re ^
2
o
%/po8^(^o-^"o>]
which finally gives
„

( P .-P)

.

(I-T„)

O
Introducing this into Eq. (C.3) yields

m(™I.Y)
.. +

Re'L
..
o o

«=•"'

This is the non-dimensional form of the s-momentum equation presented in
Chapter 3 as Eq. (3.16). Equations (3.15), (3.17) and (3.18) are derived,
in a similar manner.
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6 Is a dimenslonless quantity and hence does not need to be rede
fined for the non-dimensional forms.

12.2. Stratification Boundary Condition

When the ambient temperature stratification is specified as X, the
degree of stratification, where

this can be rearranged as
At = - XAz
or
- t„o = -

= -Xz.

(C.13)

Introducing the non-dimensional variables of Eq. (C.l) and the
variable Z =

into Eq. (C.13) gives

o
or

or
T
"
'
^®o(*=o'*="o^ ^
This is the same as Eq. (3.21) presented earlier.

(C.14)
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13. APPENDIX D:
TRUNCATION ERROR OF THE DUFORT-FRANKEL
DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
Consistency Is generally studied by expanding the dependent variables
In Taylor series and observing the difference between the partial differ
ential equations and the finite-difference representation. This differ
ence, as mentioned in Chapter 3, is due to thm neglected terms and is
known as the truncation error associated with the difference scheme. A
scheme is said to be consistent if this error vanishes as the mesh size
approaches zero.
The truncation error of Eqs. (3.22) to (3.25), assuming (AY)
constant, is obtained as follows:

For Eq. (3.23), the variable U is

expanded in Taylor series about the point (1,j) to give:

2

2
(AS_)
"i-i.j •"i.j -(iX.j

/^\
\ÔS7i,j

+ ....
6

+

2
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Wh.i '
Substituting these expansions into Eq. (3.23) yields
U

(AS^ + As_)

iss7i,j

(HX +
.j ''''

®

4^ +-

YjAY

+ /A\
mil +
iôWi.j ^

FW\
^ÔS7i.J

^

-(^i*Vi)(''t..i^''i..i-i)
+0i.j

4AY
rjj2y\

[(AS^)^ + (AS_)^]

^ôs7i,j

A3^\
^057 l,j

[(AS^)^ - (As_)^l
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- fi ©1 (B),,
.j •

.J

@L'^ )

(AY)'

+

sin Gj^

The use of turbulence models introduces a level of approximation, but
it hardly seems worthwhile to associate a truncation error with them.
To simplify the analysis, the following is assumed:

4

j i,j

4

This assumption is justified by expanding
and ^Yj +

j

^i j-l}

^ + N^,

Taylor series above (i,j). No new terms

will appear that will alter the truncation error equation to reduce the
accuracy of the difference equation.
This gives

"i.j

+V
i.j

Yj rfi.j

('©..J

(4)

W/i.j

(ÛY)^

•(®,,,
\ÔS7l,J

(iï)^

[(ûs^)^ - (ûs_)^]
« •

3(AY)^

. ^

G

O
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Defining Tg^ as the truncation error of Eq. (3.23), i.e., the difference
equation minus the partial differential equation, gives:

(Ay)^

+V

/^\

(As^ - As)
^l,j (ôs)i,j

(^Y)2

/A\

N, a I O J
IibS^/l.j
:\c^/ • •

(AY)^

a2u\
* "i.J I as
»=2/i,j

O
3(AY);

2(AY)

,
+••••

(D.l)

(AS^ - AS)
+ etc.

0(AS^ - AS )+ 0(AY) + 0
(AY)'

As^ can be expressed as
AS^ = KAS_ (K 5^ 1)
rAs_

(AS )
+ 0(AY)2 + 0(AS )2 + 0

Thus, Tgjj = 0(AS_) + 0

AY"

(D.2)

(AY)2
From the original expression for truncation error, Eq. (D.l), it
can be seen that, fo"
AS. =- As
+
U

,
(iA
\3syi,j

+V
^

xôYyi.j

iM?
®
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(D.3)

Itie significance of the term 0

in the truncation error has been

discussed in Chapter 3. Comparing Eqs. (D.2) and (D.3), it can be seen
that there is an advantage to preserving the central-differencing nature
of the D-F scheme, in terms of improving the truncation error of the
scheme. This can be achieved, at least approximately, by not allowing
two successive stepslzes to differ significantly.

Procedures for

modifying the difference equations to eliminate the first two terms of
truncation error in Eg. (D.2) are available [39,98]. A similar procedure
was tried but seemed unimportant for these calculations.
The truncation error of Eq. (3.25) is found in a similar manner and
the result, in terms of order of the truncation error, is the same as
Eq. (D.3)f i.e..

where Tg denotes the truncation error of the energy equation in difference
form.
For Eq. (3.24), 0 is expanded about (l,j) to give:

e

1+1,j

(ÛS^) +
+ /d§\
\dS^,j

jds7i,j

^
(^s_)2
2

+

\dS7l,j

®
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Substituting in Eq. (3.24) gives

w'-j UV'.i

'

\dsVi.i

.

0 O
Subtracting the partial differential equation from the above gives:
= 0(As^ - As) = 0(AS_)

Or, If

As_,

- 0(4S)^ .

(D.4)

For the difference form of the continuity equation (Eq. (3.22)),
U, V are expanded about the point ((1+1), (j + 1/2)1. This gives

"i+l,j+l ~ "i+l,j+l/^ \ h Y ) i + l , i + l / i 2 r 2 y ^ ^ 2 j \ 2 )

'W ) ^ 2
"i«.l'Vl.3.1/2

2(§)(f/

"i-l,J+l " "i+l,j+l/^

I(-<2'^-' è f èj "i+i.j+i/z*- ••

1/2
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^-(2iS.) ^ - f

"l+l.J+l/J

-fè) "wi.jtiA' "

^i+l,j+l " ^i+l,j+l/2

'»..J • 'M.™

'!(0#

Substituting Into Eq. (3.22) yields,

1+1/2
T„C "
= 4(AS_^
- 4(AS
+ ÛS_)

~ . hAYm
as

o(^s y
(As^;AS,) +
Assuming As^ = kAs_, yields

TG = 0(As_) + 0( AY) .

(D.5)

This remains the same even If As

+

Ag

By examining Eqs. (D.3), (D.4), (D.5), It Is seen that the overall
truncation error of the difference scheme Is no smaller than
0(AS) + 0(AY) + 0
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It is necessary that any truncation error be at most

0(AY) or

0(As) to satisfy consistency, and this Is seen to be true for the present
/As\2
scheme, except for the presence of the term
, which would require
the mesh to be refined such that Llm

fM")® 0 In order to maintain

As, AY -K)
consistency. However, as was explained In Chapter 3, the entire term In
2 2
the truncation error Is really
—% and, for boundary-layer flows,
^2
ÔS^2
—T Is negligibly small as compared to —r or other terms In t*'e boundaryCIS
ÔY
layer equations, causing the entire truncation error term to be negligible
small.
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14. APPENDIX E:
STABILITY OF THE DUFORX-FRAMEL DIFFERENCE SCHEME
To illustrate the stability analysis technique, the Von Neumann
method will be applied to Eq. (3.23), i.e., the DuFort-Frankel difference
form of the s-momentum equation. Equation (3.25), i.e., the difference
form of the energy equation, can be treated in the same manner.
let the exact solution of the difference equation be D and let the
solution actually obtained by numerical calculations be D + 6 * » where 6'
is the error at a point due to accumulation of round-off errors. D + Ô'
must also satisfy the difference equation (3.23). Substituting D + 6'
for the dependent variable U. . in Eq. (3.23) and subtracting the equaJ
tion for D leaves the equation satisfied by 6' at aiy point.
The error equation at the point (i,j) is thus:

X

X

X
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(o.5

]- ft'i.i-i)

I

J

AY.

(E.l)

The coefficients of the derivative terms remain unchanged In this opera
tion as they are assumed locally constant or error-free. This Is a
simplification and gives rise to a 'local' stability criterion, but if
the requirement is checked at each grid point, then it is reasoned that
an instability could not originate.
The Von Neumann condition assumes an error of the form

This error, 6'. ., is then substituted in the derivative terms i'or
J
the dependent variable, U. At any Instant, AS^ « AS_ and AY^ « AY_
and they will be assumed equal in order to simplify the analysis.
AY is assumed small enough so that

Equation (E.l) then becomes

L«'(S+ AS) IjB'Y _
2AS^ \®

«'(S-AS) 1^ ) I
liJ.
/ 2
2AY

X ^«'S^1^'(Y+AY) _ ^a'S^ip'(Y-AY)^

YjAY
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/ a ' S e i j S ' C Y + A Y ) .O . s L e " ' + ^ O t ' ( S - t S )
\

0^)

AY

'

,a' ( s + ÛS) i)3'Y+eaXs-AS) i/5«Y

_ gO!'Sgij3'(Y-AY)

fT
The term 1

*" T

Isln 6^ does not appear in the error equation, as it
"^o^o
does not have any derivatives
es and is therefore
tt
assumed not to contribute
lie
a'l
* S 4i8'Y
any errors. Taking e
o. ^ common.

^^,19' AY _ ,.i„'AY
,

^
(.«MS

2(AY)'

k j - i . W

(E.2)

R.H.S. of Eq. (E.2)
AY
2(AY)

("i.J + "t.J+l)

^ ("i.J + "I.M)

AS

(ïi.•HI *

*

'AS
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Transposing, Eq. (E.2) becomes;

+

„,2 ("i.j+l * ™l,j * "i.j-l)
4(AY)

®

+^(ELF A?.C-LF A^)

^ [("i.j+"i.j+l)

2(AY)

+("i.j+"ij-i)

or
e2«^S _ 1 +

^

+
2U (AY)
^>J

I 'l.J
AY U, .
i,j

AS / if AY _ -Ig' AY)
\
®
/

sO'AS
(AY)

i,j

("i.j ^-i.j-i)

let N.*i,!+l + :"i;1 + "i.l-l,

Vi ,AS

"At-

."i.i + "i.l+l^ H ."i.l * "i.t-l

2AS
^> J
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This gives

g2aAS X (1 + BN) + (BN - 1) +

^®2i sin p'AY

or
g2a'AS ^ ^ gjj) + e^'AS ^2Aisin g'AY - BN^e^^*^^

- BN_e'^^*^^)+ BN - 1 = 0

or
efo'Ab ^ + BN) + e^'^®j2Aisin f'AY - BN^ ^cos /3'AY

+ i sin

- BN_ (cos

AY - i sin 0'AY^j + BN - 1 =

Now, N_^ + N_ = 2N

g2a'AS

2N) + e®'^^j2Aisin jJ'AY - 2BNcos g'AY

+ 1 sin ^'AY (-BN^ + BN_:^ + BN - 1 = 0

or
g2a'AS

^

+ e*'AS |^.2BNcos p'AY +

+ isinp'AY (2A + BN_ - BI^) + BN - 1 » 0
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Let

X = e*'AS

and

C =< 2A + BN_ - BN^

(E.4)

This gives

X^(l + BN) + X.[-2BNCOS

+ iCsln /S'AY] + BN - 1 = 0

This is a quadratic in X.
Hence,
gGAS

2BÏÏcos ft' AY - 1 C sin fl' AY ±

V

(-2BN cos A'AY + 1 C sin fl' AY)^ - 4(1+Bm(BN^)
2(1+ BN)
(E.5)

Stability of the numerical solution requires that |e^
The nature of e®
cos p'AY and slnjJ'AY,

i 1.

can easily be studied for extreme values of
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Extreme 1
cospûY = + 1, slnpAY =» 0

This yields from Eq. (E.5)

AS ^ 2BN ± •\/4B^N - 4(3^ - 1) ^ (2BN ' ± 2 )
2(1+ BN)
2(1+BN)

BN ± 1
BN + 1

And je** ^1 ^1 requires that

BN ± 1
IBN + 1

s: 1

Since B, N are both positive, the above condition is always
satisfied.
Extreme 2
cosP'^Y = -1, sinP'^Y = 0
This yields.

A'AS

IN ± \f4B^ N^ - (4B^ N^ - 2BN
2(1 + BN)

And, the condition je®

(BN + 1)
(BN + 1)

^1 gives

BN + 1
BN + 1

^1

This is also always satisfied, as before.
Extreme 3
cosp'ûY • 0, sinP'AY = + 1

2(1 + BN)

BN + 1
BN + 1
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This yields,
a'As
e
«

(i) If -

± J^
__
2(1 + BN)

+4

- 4E?N^ + 4 > 0,

S 1 implies

V

i.e.

^1.
a 1.

Or,
cf ± f _ çZ _ 4f

+ à} ^ J

4(1 + BN)^
a)

- 4f

+4 ^ ^

4(1 + BN)^

or

f

+ 1 ^ 1 + 2BN + f

or

(1 - 2BN) ^ 1 .

or

BN ^ 0

.

Since B, N are both positive, this condition is always satisfied

b)

2C^ + 4f

-4

^J

4(1 + BN)^
or

2C^ + 4B?i? - 4 ^ 4 + 8BN + 4B^N^
i.e.,
or

2C^ - 8BN ^ 8

S 4(1 + BN)
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Later, this condition will be seen to be satisfied.

(ii) If -

- 4B^N^ + 4 < 0, then y-

can be replaced by i '^+
Thus,

- 4B?N^ + 4 is imaginary. and

2-2
+ 4B'N

^1 implies

1( - C

±V

+ 4B^N^ - 4)

^1

2(1 + BN)
Since (1 + BN) > 0
This gives,
+ 4B^N^ - 4)1 ^ 2(1 + BN)

|i( - C iV
or

(- C iV

or

2
+ 4B^N^ - 4)^ ^ 4(1 + BN)

+ 4B^N^ - 4 ± 2cVc^ + 4B^ - 4 s 4(l + 2BN + B%^)

i.e., 2cf - 4 ± 2C V
or ± 2C V

+ 4B^N^ - 4 ^ 4(1 + 2BN).

+ 4B?N^

4 3 8(1 + BN)- 2C

2 2
9—9
—
9'
C (C + 4B'^N - 4) ^ [4(1 + BN)- C ]
6 16(1 + BN)^ - 8(1 + BN)C^ +

i.e.

+ 4B^C^N^ - 4C^ ^ 16 + 32BN + 16B^N^ - 8C^ - 8BNC^+

or

cf(l + 2BN + ^N^)^ 4(1 + BN)^

or

cf(l + BN)^ S 4(1 + bN)^

i.e.,C s 4.
or | c | ^ 2.

(E.8)
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This yields.

2Vi te

2^^

/kj.,.. 2.

i.e..

As,
"i.jA?

v. . J + R - ' - ' ; " I 'l"

& 1.

or
As_j_ ^

(E.9)
, p.1-1'"1.1+1]
i,j

which Is the required stability constraint on the forward stepsize.
Also, since 4(1 + BN)^ 4, the condition
Hence, Eq. (E.8) is satisfied.
Extreme 4
4

CO8|3'AY - 0, Sln^'AY - - 1
Ihis yields,
OAs
e

IC

±V -

- 4B?N^ + 4
Z

2(1 + BN) .
(1) If jg®

- 41^N^ + 4 > 0
^ 1 gives

çZ i f - çZ _ 4B?N^ + 4) ^ J ^
4(1 + BN)^
which is the same as Eq. (E-6).
(11) If -

- 4B^N^ + 4 < 0

^ 4 implies

^ 4(1 + BN),
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I

^1

I ^(c

^ Vc^ + 4I^N^ - 4)1 ^ ^

'

or

gives

2(1 + BN)

(c ± Vc^ + 4]^N^ - 4)

'
^ 4(1 + BN)^

This is the same as Eq. (E.8).
The constraint of Eq. (E.9) has to be satisfied on all grid points
of the jet width, and the most stringent requirement at each streamwise
station would therefore be given by:

(E.IO)

^ j=2,NY
iv. , +
i.J

2 AY

It is worth noting that the condition C 3 4 automatically satisfies
& 4 (1 + BÏÏ) (Eq. E-8), since 4(1 + BN) > 4.
À similar analysis of the energy equation in difference form
(Eq. (3.24)) yields

AS

+

i

j-2,NYT

N

H

2Sy

I
I

(E.ll)

Combining Eqs. (E.IO) and (E.ll) yields the final form of the stability
constraint on the forward streamwise stepwise as f-)llows:
min
^ J-2,NYJ

(E.12)
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where

NYJ = max (NY,NYT), and

FUNC = max

This is the form shown in Chapter 3 as Eq. (3.30).
As a check, the stability criterion fçr laminar flow can be
obtained from Eq. (E.12) by letting

=V
N
= N
» a.
"i.j-1
"i.j+1

and

This gives

^ j=2,NYJ

(E.13)

In the computer code, the forward stepsize was calculated as

As, = 0.7 X As )
+

+ max

where As )
is the right hand side of Eq. (E.12).
+ max

0.7 is a safety factor to account for any approximations that have been
used in the stability analysis.
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15. APPENDIX F;
THE SIMPLE EXPLICIT DIFFERENCE SCHEME

The difference equations;
The simple explicit forms of Eqs. (3.14) to (3.17) are:
Continuity;

^.1+1 ^.1
4AS_j_

"i+l,j+l

"i+l,j

"i,j+l " "i,j

(^1+1^1+1.1+1 " ^l^i+l.l) .

(F.l)

AY,
s-momentum:

¥
^ (°i.m

_2
Yj(AY^ + AY_)|

ay_^

4

4

hJ

AY_

, k.i - O

(F.2)

Re FT

o o

The starred term is used when V. . is positive, otherwise it is
J

replaced by;

- "i.j)
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y - momentum:

hAS^A kV®i+l • ®i)=

(F.3)
o o

Energy:

Hiii
As^(Vl,j " ^i,j) •*"ÂY^

Yj(AY+ + AY)

4

^

AY

(F.4)

Stability restriction on stepsize:
The Von Neumann analysis, when applied to the simple explicit
equations, reveals the following constraint [93]:
_____ +
. (jj
i

(AS_^) X

u. .AY
i,J

-

M+l/FUNC

2 U. .Y.AY.(AY. + AY )
l,j j +

+

FUNC
2U^ jYj AY_(AY^ AY )

where FUNC =

FUNC

= Max

[(«M-Xi.j-O'CX/X,,.,)]

(F.5)
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Making use of the assumptions in Appendix E, Eq. (F.5) simplifies to:

(F.6)

where FUNC = Max

[("W+I + '«i.j + "i.l-i)-

A preliminary comparison of Eqs. (E.12) and (F.6) shows that while
the denominator in the former depends only on the lateral difference in
viscosity or conductivity values, the latter depends on the absolute
values of the viscosities and conductivities, making the stability
restriction on the forward stepslze far more severe for the simple
explicit scheme than for the DuFort-Frankel formulation, except very
near the jet discharge.

